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R (5)=(3. O*C3) / (S2*D*HSH)
R(5):R(5)+(I.5*CI*LOGF(S2/SI ))/D
R (6) =D_C IIC2
R(7)=2.WR(5)
R(8)=R(6) 13.
R(8)--R (8)+(2.O*AL) I(3.1415 9*AKRP *C2 )
C4=C I*AKSH IAKR
R (9) =(3.*C4/AL)*LOGF ($2/S I)
R (IO)= (C3 /(S3*HGAP*AL))'6.




C 5=S3 *Y_2-S 2**2
RRR RR= AL* ( C4/C 5)*AKR/AKROP
R (II)=RP,RP,R
R (12) =RRRP, P*C 5/C2"2./3 .*(AKROP/AKRP)
R(13)=R(9)











R (26) =R ( I O)
R (25)'-'R (Ic))
R (27) ==6.*C31 (S4*AL*HGAP )
C6==C4*AKR/AKL




R (3 O) ==R(3 O) / (AKL*AL_/)
AKS=KS
R (3 O) =R(3 O)/AKS








C8= 18 o / (AKS*U*AL)







cc:(s 5+s 9) I (2 .*sg)
R (43) =V/AKST AR+2 ._T INS/AK INS
R (43) =CS*R (43)
R (43 ):R (43 )+C CCWL OG F (CC )
R(44)=P,(_3)
R(45):P,(43)
R (40) =4. *AL/( AKC OP*U*V*AKS*F AREA)
R(41 )=R(40)
C 9= (S7"'2-S6"* 2 )"3 •1415 _F ARE A*AKC O P









PART 1 PAGE 3
- 1 PAGE 4R(61 ) =P, ( 53 ) PART
R (62)=f',(53)
R (50) =6 o*AIE/C.9
R (76 )=P,(5 O)












C 14= 18 °/ (3.1415 !_AKL*AL)
R (6 3 ) "-C 14.*L OGF ( C 13 )
R(64)=R(63)
R(65)=R(63)
R (66 )=216 o/ (3.14159_S 5*AL*HOUT )
R (67)=R(66)
R(68)=R(66)
R (6 9) =fl(66)*( I .+HOUTIHS I NK)
R(70)=R(69)
R(71)--R(69)










C 15= 18. / (V*AL*AKS )




IF (SENSE SWITCH I) IO.20
PUNCH 2, (R(I), I=1,79)
STOP
FORMAT(6E10.3,15)




- PARr 2A PAGE IC PART 2A CALCULATION UP TO A(17,18)











IF (SENSE SWITCH I ) 40,,4'5
40 READ I01, (R(1),I=I,r,IR)
45 N=44
DO 2 I=IpI',i




C CALCULATION OF A(I,,J),, COEFFICIENTS WHICH




A( I,,I),=I./R (2) +I ./R(3 )
A(1,2)=.-1./R(2)






















































B (9, I)=BBR_Q (II)
A(1097)=-1 °/R(14)
A( I0, 9) =A(9, I0)
A(I 0, I0)=I ./R(14.)+1./R(16)+1./R(17)
A(IO, 1 1)=-1./R(17)
B(I0, I) = Q(12)



















B (14p I)=Q (18) +T 551R (24)
A(15•6)=A(6• 15)
A( 15• 15)=WI*C÷I. IR (27)÷I. IR (IO)
A( 15• 20)='1./R(27)




































998 PUNCH 1OO2, I.ERR
STOP
1OO FORHAT(21 5,4E10.3)







PART 2A PAGE 5
CA-IO
C PART 2B PAGE 1
21
PART 2B CALCULATION UP TO A(28,43)

























































A(22,Ig)=A(19,22) PART 2B PAGE 2
A(22,21 ) =A(21,22)






























+1./R (40)+1./R(41 )+1./R(/_)-BC*Q (2 9) + 1./R (78)
93,25
CA-12







































































1OO0 FORMAT(49H UI,ISTABLE PROBLEI,I
I001 FORMAT(SE10.3)
1002 FORMAT (IOHO INI)EX =I.3)
E ND









PART 2C CALCULATION UP TO A(44.,44)




























































































A(3 9_i_0) =-A(3 9_3 4)-A(3 9,3 O)
A(40,29)=A(29_39)
A (40,4 0) =A(3 9,34)







































998 PUNCH 1002, LERR
STOP
SET UP DATA FOR MAT INVERSE
999 IF(SENSE SWITCH I) 801,800
801 DO 802 I=IpN
802 PUNCH 101, (A( I,J) ,J---I,N)





1OO0 FORMAT(49H UNSTABLE PROBLEM
1001 FORMAT(BE10,3)
1OO2 FORMAT (IOHO II4DEX =13)
END









SUBROUTII,IE MATINV (A,I',I,BjMpDETER) PART 3 PAGE 1
THIS VERSION SOLVES SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS WITHOUT










60 DO 100 K=I,N
IF (IPIVO(K) -I) 80, 100, 600






IPI VO(I COLU):IPIVO( ICOLU)+I


























380 DO 550 LI=I,N





















TF(SEIISE S_J!TCII 1) 5,20
5 DO 10 1=1,14
10 READ 1,30, (A(,,J),,J=l,t4)
READ 130, (B(),'=I,i4)
20 CALL t4AT! t4V (A,I,!,B,NED,DET)
DO 30 1=1,14




17o FORI'-IAT ( 18ii
END










SALIENT- POLE, WOUND- POLE
SYNCHRONOUS A-C GENERATOR
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d b DIA. OF PIN
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FUND/MAX OF FIELD FLUX
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END EXTENSION ONE TURN











WEIGHT OF ROTOR IRON
POLE FACE LOSS FACTOR
WIDTH OF SLOT OPENING
HEIGHT OF SLOT OPENING
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RECTANGULAR BAR THICKNESS
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NO. OF DAMPER BARS
DAMPER BAR LENGTH
DAMPER BAR PITCH
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DAMPER BAR TEMPo C
NO. OF FIELD TURNS
MEAN LENGTH OF FLD. TURN
FLD. CDND. DIA, OR WIDTH
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FLD. TEMP IN o C
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7 -' _7:;• /
..... _ -; 7- Z-77
I .- ]
I i5,, " -'-
......... . 1? ' ".'_
DEMAGNETIZING FACTOR (74) (C_} _
CROSS MAGNETIZING FACTOR i (25) (C R )
AMP COND "In (128)(A)
_'EAC TAnCE FAC TOt LI?9__Lx2
LEAKAGE REACTANCE J I_]0)(X___
REACTANCE OF [ (131)()'udl
ARMATURE___ - REACTION "El ....(_2-_Ix_,,-,2.
SYN REACT DIRECT AXIS (IJJ)(X,_
SYN REACT QUAD AXIS _(1)__)(X_2_
FIELD LEAKAGE REACT (160)(x _ i
FIELD SELF INDUCTANCE (161)(El )
o
I :.'::'7i 5'
7 7 _ "
7_.,.
DAMPER ( |631(x0 dl
_' LEAKAGE REACt (165) (XO_L_
UNSAT. 1 RAN'_. REACT (]66) (X'du!
SAT. TRANS. Rl ACT (167) (X'd '
%|IILTRANS. RI A(. I lID, t( TAX, (168) (X",l
SLJB. I R AN S.R r-ALl QDAD AX .-++(169)--(X",,,- - -
NEG SEQUENCE RLACT
. "_, <:. ,,,: J'.,t_ TOTAL ELUX (88) (/ t) ]
!_tjr ! _ i_j[[i() FtTx PER POLE (9___, j2_ L lcl,: i ,_.l '.v <;XiF-_;_,-W- ....... _s)7,T]) -/'
_ :./.7 :<i:_O,%i;t-.%-_.s,__ .... (;,-? (_-]- ] [
.... _i.",i_ :,<:,,!:O_F 0-_;_;;-7_-.......... (-_,)(-%[_ ] 7
r ] ,)r ,:, TOOTH AMPERE tURNS 197) (F,) I z
:' " iI>t ;_-.i ..................... /',_
[ :" c0rF AmPFr. e_ t_uR,_s .......... 198! [tit) ]
' I 'i ",?; "t' {-' OAf' AMPERE TURNS (96) (F_i
0 [ 1(10
I,2. I 7r': " _ 1_ ( _ 9 7 q ) ) i7 ";
')7. "!7_1 l(B,,I) (2,31,) i ! ] ...'. i:-,
5: C_.:_:3';2 I(FpI) (213<1 -:, , ],]
7a';,.,:zz o lifT, ) (_6 i- 15_:_" ;: 1]
11 .z;;u 1('"') (_3_) - -._::-:_:_,_
/(sit ) (239) "_ ._. [ ,_J.
[12 Rr ) (241) _ " ; : { " _ ;1
J_,.
iE_,;ii83 _ _ :.,:2_2_
(w_) (185) i, :;,
1SO 200 OPTIONAL
.DR0




(12 R_) (194) STATOR CIJ LOSS
( - ) (19Si EDDY LOSS
(-) (196) TOTAL LOSSES
(-) ( - ) RATING (KW)
( - ) ( - ) RATING & LOSSES
( - ) ( - ) PERCENT LOSSES






[w,lf!2¢3_aA....... C]2_ _ __






" _ : 212
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r " , i2.,:? .(.h r,.








q [) i'19 1
j,
8 99,:..:._;.
hR t53 79 l'
] i ,
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(9Ba) (F s )
STATOR A.T.
J (96) (F 9) J (91) fB ,r) = _97) (F) (94) (B c ) i (98) (F ]! ¢
















"' 1 .... 7fi
(102o) ('Lpt)
TOTAL FLUX,POLE
'_:{ ° r._ i¸'
< /t .* )
117. i _i '














-_ f)1 C :_ ':;S, c.,.
r / I j _ I ; , :
:q_',!<i:."77.













%0. 2(]8. 12(]. %. 320.
o5 7.2_5 9o 25 3. 0 o
o06 O. O. (). .122
0 o .0% 96. I. 1.
Io 162 25 ,_r 16P
o035 .o47 {). 0. o.
.4 06 ° !}7 9 3. .:',. .71
0. r)o 0. 0. ()o














































































TEST AND CALCULATED SATURATION FOR AN




SHOW I NG :
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TEST bATA - A C. 3Yt_JCNR_rqOUS GE'N_RATOI_
G EVA 30
EXCIT_TIO_I FRO_I __l'_l E_J:iter
NIIMUTE
(I.) DIEL_.CTRIC .STRF. IMGTH FOR ONE S_O,MI::_
(_) STATOR
(b) ROTOR
_(z) RPM OV6RSPEED FOR 5 MINUTES
(_ WEIGHT ( l_oro_ OMLy)
v(S) OVffRHu_aG MOMENT
(6) ST_ToI_ R_SI_./PI4_SE AT
-(7) FIELD _SISTA_ICE _r
(8) 5Ho/_r CII_CutT f_,_t TIO AT
_(q) % SHORT (,_cuIT
(,o)F¢ w Loss AT
C_Lc T -TEs_I TEST
VALU_ t V_LLJE LETrE(_!
..............
, 1No vo .... _338_
--i- 500 v, ._33P--,2_
! ].o,ooo +_.]+18_,9__t
+ 2Oh.3#i.2__+PO..._962__._
............. I.... ! "
..................... +_ . _. ;. _; ....
_____ °F ........... 0____ __ + . 02_ ....... _J89
____ _ _ o,- I.+02 1.186 i 3389 '
.... bJ_o0__ _PM ........ _:0SS ........ _:o43........ 3_q_
Cumm_MT CAPAc,rY
RPNI
(ll) COl_ e LoSS AT ........ C. YELES/SEC. ........
_(IZ) <_o ElclDICIEMCI6S WITH ST_%8,L IZED TE_P_
- (b) ___7200___ RP_I 75 % PF
(() R P_I _o PF
(a) R PM
(e)
aT _ % Lo4_
AT i00 %LOAD
AT % Lo,qO
,qr ........ % Lo_ O
AT % LOAD
(I_)F/ELD (URI_,,_T5 AT 208
v
(_-)A T 0 % LoA 0 4800
(6) AT 10O % LOAD
• 7, PF - -i ............. IR PP,,'I % PF ................... I
VOLT 5 .................. i [




- (c) AT 0 70LOAD 7200 RPM - % PF
(d) AT &00 70 L0_D 7200 RPM 75 % PF
.._ (e) 4T % LO/IO RPM _ PF
(Iq) REi%CTAMC65 _T 3a_ CYCLES/S6C
(a.) S Y,"J C"Ro,'_ Ou S
(b) TRANSIENT ............













































































































o: _2 74 75 % ; Fc",_
ALL SATURATION CURVE VALUES ARE IN FORHAT FIO. O (FIG. 2)
(ALL SATURATION CURVES MUST HAVE 5 CARDS)
IOO°
000000000010






















'- l_ Y@l_ ?a "_ 7 , 'i+ ?9
iOO,
O00OOOOoO













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C PASS I SALIENT POLl: (;[!NEF_ATOF',
D'MENSI()N DA(B),DX(O),DY(8),OZ(8)
I FORHAT (El 1.5,EI1.5,EII.5,E11.5,EII.5,E11.5)
2 FORMAT(F7.O, F7.O,F7.O,F7.0, F7.(), F7.0,F 7.O, F7.O,F7.0,F7.0)
33 READ2,VA,EE,I-P,PN,F,PX,F',PMpPI ,PIpCK
READ2,POL,D I •DU•CL,HV, BV,SF,WL,BK•ZZ
READ2,BO,[_I pB2,B3,[IS,HO,FIX,HY,IIZ_HS
READ2,FIT,HW,QQ,W,P,I',SC,YY,C,DW,SN
READ2,SNI ,DWI,DB,CE,SH,SD,PBA,SK,T I ,RS
READ2,GC,GP,C I • CW,CP, EL• CII•CQ, I]11, BP
READ2,FIHpHFjSQ, PL, PE,DP,_RK,WR,DI ,WO




I F (HC-. 7*HS) 33,5, 5
5 QN=QQ/(PX*PN)
TS=3.142"D I/OO
IF (ZZ-4.0) 29,3 O, 29
















FS=SI N(I .571*SK/TP)*TP/(I .571"SK)











































































I F(DT-DA(JA)) 17,17, 16
94 D=O
I F (ZY)23,23_,27



































































































IF (CW) 45,45, IK_
CW=O. 707*E E*C I*DF /(EP*PN)




47 CP=(GC/GP)**Ool_I *PE*(LOG (GC/TP)*.0378+I. 191 )
48 FQ=TG*CP/PX






































































PASS 3 SALIENT POLE GENERATOR



































































CX,4t"F / (C F*C F*DF*DF )
Z--CX*20. Ol (PN*ON)
BT=3.142"D I/OO-BO





I F (ZZ-2.0) 76,77,78
PC-Z* (ZE+ZD+ZA+ZB)
GO TO 82
77 PC_* (ZC+(Z.O*HT /(BO+BS) )+(HW/BS) +ZD+ZA+Z B)
GO TO 82
78 IF(ZZ-4.O) 7.9,80,81





81 PC=Z*(ZE+ZD+(O. 5*GC ITS) +(0.25*TSlGC) +0.6)




EW=.6.28*EK*ZF* (T P** (0.62- (0.228Y(L OG (ZF ))))/ (CL*DF*DF )
IF(PN-3.0)BS,B6,86






WC- O. 321 *S C*QO*AC*HM

































C PASS 4 SALIENT POLE GENERATOR






















































S L=HF I ((DR-2. O*HH-O. 5*HF )*3 •14-21P X-B P )
ES=( (PL-CL) *2. O+HF+O. 25*BP)/CL




FR= (T2+234.5)*FK*O. OO3 94
RC=0.32 IwPT*PX*FEWAS
R L= ( I. 5*T L+SL )"4.25+(,. 38*E S
XF=( I.O-C I/((I .273*RL/AG+2.0*CP)*CM) )*XD












P I=(BD+BE)*RL*COS ((BN-I .O)*TB*I. 572/TP)/(BD+BE+RL)
X I=XR*P I





















XN- (XX+XY) *O. 5
TC=SI/FK
RA-P N*P I*PI *RP*O. OO I/VA
TA-XN/(b28.4*F*RA)
TS=XS*TC/XA




IF(WF) I 11,11 I, 112
WF".DR*'k2.5" (RP_I** I. ¢;)*PL*O. 00000252
WQ- (D U-HC) *I. 42"HC*S S* (BX/BK) **2. O*WL
WT..-(SM) *QQ*S S*HS*O. 4.53* (TE/BK) **2. O*WL
PRI NT3jPC,XApEW,XB,WC,XF,WI ,SI ,TP,,XI,AP,X2,ES,XU,TL,XS,SLpXXpAS,XY
PR INT3 pFK, XN
PUNCHIpVApEEsEP,PNpF_PX





































PASS 5 SALIENT POLE GENERATOR
























AA:I O. O:v_O. 178/( (GT-I. O) *_O.334)
GO TO 115
AA=IO.O**O. 1I/((GT-I .O)**O. 174)


















128 AS--(A4+A3) / (A3*A4)
129 IF(W) 130,130, 131
130 XO=OoO
GO TO 132
13 1 AA- (3. O*HZ+HX) * I.667 /(PN*QN*CF*CF*DF*DF*B S )
XO= ( (PC+AS)*AX/AY+AA+O. 2*EW)*XR
132 D2=BG**2.5*O.OOO061
D3=(Oo O 167*QO*RPtl)** 1.65"O.OOOO15147


















144 D6=,I 0.0"*(0.932"CI-I .606)
BA,,3.142"D I*CL
WN=D I*D 2"D3 *D4*D 5*D6*B A
UY='(SL+E S+T L)*SQ*O. 00638
AA=WO / (GC*C C )
VT,.O
IF(AA) 148,147,148




147 UZ--(DU-HC)*O. 7850/P X
EZ--(ET+EB)*O. 5-I .0























PASS 5A SALIENT POLE GENERATOR
DIMENSION GX(4),YA(4) ,ED(4)























AA=AT AN((XB/YA(K) +S I N (AN) )/AL )
BB=AA-AN

















PUNCFII ,ED(I ),ED(2),ED(3) ,ED(4)
PUNCHIpVA, EEjEP,PN,F,PX















PASS 6 SALIENT POLE GENERATOR
DIMENSION GX(4),GZ(4),GL(4),FD(4),FX(4),FB(4),ED(4)
DIMENSION FI(5),EF(II),CD(4),AI(60)
4 FORMAT (F11.3,SX FII.3,FII.3,FI1.3,F11.3)
FORMAT(El 1.5,EII.5,EII .5,EII .5,EII.5,EI 1.5)
FORMAT(F IO.O_F IO.OpF I O.O,F I O.OsF I O.O_F I O.0)
FORMAT(gX F12.5,2X F12.5)
K-I
823 READB88,AI (K),AI (K+I),AI (K+2),AI (K+3),AI (K+4),AI (K+5)
K=K+6
I F (K-59) 823,199, 199























































































PRI NT4,FI (1),FI (2),FI (3),FI (4),FI (5)

































Y=AA-XX *. 43/43*LOG (DC)

























PASS 7 SALIENT POLE GENERATOR
DIMENSION PR(S),FI(5),PS(5),G(S),DL(5),PP(S),EX(5),ST(5),VA(5)
DIMENSION P(5), E(5) ,PH(5), SP (5)
FORPIAT(EI 1.5,E 11.SpEl I .5,EI 1.5pE11.5pEI I.5)
FORMAT (FII.3,SX F11.3,FII.3_F11.3,F11.3)




















AA- (F S I/RM) **0.5*DD*O. 32
AB- (FS2/RM)**O. 5*DD*O.32
I F (AA-2.5) 160,,160,161





























I F(QZ-0.37) 170, 170,171
Q3,,o.4&
GO TO 172
q3,,O. 23-S I N ( I O. 4_)*QZ-2. I )+0.23
Q4=SI N(b.283*TB/TS-I.571)+I.O





W2=P X*BIi*SB*RM* I. 246 / (AB* 1000. )
W3= (Q2 / (2. O*VS+(VG/q4) ) )*'2. O*V I

































Sp (M) =PP (H)+DL (H) +PR(H)+PS (M) +EX(M) +ST (M)+X
P (M)= (SP (M)/I OOO. )+VA(M)




























































C PASS 8 SALIENT POLE GENERATOR
DIMENSION AI(6{))
I FORMAT(E11.S,E11.5,E11.5,EI 1.5,EII.S,EI 1.5)
888 FORHAT(F IO.O,F IO.O,FIO.O,F IO.O,F IO.O,F I0.0)
K=I













































F N=S A+F A+FG
FORMAT(FI2.SpFI2.5,FI2.5,F 12.5,FI2.SpFI2.5//)
FORMAT (F 12.5,F 12.5,F 12.5,F 12.5,F 12.5,F 12.5)
PRI NT247=V, FG,TD, FT, BC, AT
PRI NT246, SApUXpTF, PDpFA,FN
IF(UB-I .6) 235,245,245
PAUSE










Y..AA-X X*. 43 43*LOG (DC )
Y=EXP (2.3 06*(X-Y)/XX)
GO TO (838,83.9) ,LOAD
GO TO (803_804,805,806),K
0_-60
839 GO TO (236,237,238),K



































(2) KVA GENERATOR KVA
(3) E LINE VOLTS




< (6) p POLES/v
0. (7) RPM RPM
(8) Iph PHASE CURRENT
(9) PF POWER FACTOR
(10) OPTIONAL LOAD POINT
(i1) d STATOR I.D.
(12) D STATOR O.O.
(13) ,_ GROSS CORE LENGTH
I-
(14) n v NO. OF DUCTS
O (15) b v WIDTH OF DUCTF- ,.
<
I- (16) K I STACKING FACTOR (STATOR)
(19) k WATTS/LB.
(20) B DENSITY
(21) TYPE OF SLOT
(22) b9 SLOT OPENING




O (22) b, SLOT WIDTH
.J
_' (22) h o
n_
o (22) h 1
(22) h2
(22) h3
(22) h • SLOT DEPTH
(22) h t
(22) h w
(23) q NO. OF SLOTS
(28) TYPE OF WDG.
(29) TYPE OF COIL
(30) n • CONDUCTORS/SLOT
(31) y SLOTS SPANNED
432) c PARALLEL CIRCUITS
(33) STRAND DIA. OR WIDTH
(34) N•t STRANDS/CONDUCTOR
(34a) N °it STRANDS/CONDUCTOR
(39) STATOR STRAND T'KNS
et
o (35) db DIA. OF PIN
<
I- (36) _ • 2 COIL EXT. STR. PORTvt
(37) hst UNINS. STRD, HT.
(38) h',t DIST. BTWN. CL OF STD.
(42o) PHASE BELT/ANGLE
(40) _" Ik STATOR SLOT SKEW
(50) Xm o C STATOR TEMP ec
(51) _'_ RES'TVY STA. COND. • 20 ° C
!
459) i mlq _tlNIMUM AIR GAP
/ E CC /k_-_/_,,_ r)ESIGN NO.(I) BY
/_. FUND/MAX OF FIELD FLUX (71) C1
O WINDING CONSTANT (72) Cw _-z
F-
Q POLE CONST. (73) 'Cp
0 END EXTENSION ONE TURN (48) L E O
Q DEMAGNETIZATION FACTOR (74) C n.
// TYPE ROTOR 1, 2
_c_ SLOTSPUNCHED (300) _,,
h'/_ SLOTS WOUND (301) Q*r
_) SLOTS IN POLE CENTER 4302a) Nrc
,_y WIDTH OF SLOT OPENING (303 br c
,/_-) HEIGHT OF SLOT OPENING (303) hr: _
_, _:_z/ SLOT DEPTH BELOW WEDGE 4303) hrl
,,,_(_ ? SLOT WIDTH (303) b r
oSLOT DEPTH (303) h I-# , O
,/__(_ SLOT PITCH (304) '- r, r_
_" _"7 ROTOR STACK LENGTH (305) (f
,?.__ ROTOR STACKING FACTOR (16) KI
_-,_ ROTOR DIAMETER 1 la) d r
_-_-" ROTOR I.D. (PCHGS.) (314o d•
HEIGHT VENT HOLES (314b b_h
C_ WEIGHT OF ROTOR IRON (157) -)
/, _ POLE FACE LOSS FACTOR (107) '(K I)
_- NO. OF FIELD TURNS/POLE (146_) Np
._,_ MEAN LENGTH OF FED. TURN (147) _ tr
,_/_q FLD. COND. DIA. OR WIDTH (148)
.J
,OSL_ FLD. COND. THICKNESS (149) --
u.
e_OC_ FLD. TEMP IN C (IS0) X| o C
¢_f_ RESISTIVITYOF FIELDCOND _20 o (151) _'_t
/ NO LOAD SAT. (87)
_) FRICTION & WINDAGE 418.3) (F&W)
M --/,5" ROTOR LAM. MTR'L (18) "J
(18) "/_ --/ _" STATOR LAM. MTR'L (CURVE) _";E
•
STATOR SLOT ROTOR SLOT
, !





















INPUT PARAHETERS FOR NON-SALIENT POLE DESIGN
120. 3, 400. 4. 12000. 347. .8 1.75
6.09 O. O. .92 12. 77.4 2. .06
O, .225 .O5 .333 O. O. .462 O.
I. I. 2. 10. 2. .17 I. I.
.25 .15 .165 60. .415 200. .694 .065
O. O. O. I. 48. 40. O. .209
.209 .934 .459 6,47 .93 7. 3.235 O.
55. 22.4 .159 ,056 200. .694 I. O.
SATURATION CURVE ( STATOR MATERIAL )
128. 34. I. 50. 2. 60.
3, I 70. 5.2 76. 8. 86.
20. 96. 7 o. 104. 15 o. 128.
870.
SATURATION CURVE ( ROTOR MATERIAL )
128. 34. 1. 50. 2. 60.
3. I 7o. 5.2 76. 8. 86.
20. 96. 70. 104. 150. 128.
870.
HA-Ia
SUMMARY OF DESIGN CALCULATIONS- NON-SALIENT-POLE ('OUTPUT)
(14) (he)
















SLOT PITCH I/3 DIST. UP
(42) (Ksk) SKEW FACTOR
(Kd) DIST. FACTOR
PITCH FACTOR(Kp)
( _) EFF. CONDUCTORS
(ac) COND. AREA
(Ss) CURRENT DENSITY (STA.)
(_t) I/2 MEAN TURN LENGTH
(Rph) COLD STA. RES. _. 20 ° C
(Rp|,) HOT STA. RES. _X °C





-- (66) ( )
(212o)( r,, )
(I 5_
-- _ (IS4) (RF)
(_ ;(ISS) (RF)
r,,, (156) ( )
(157) ((145) (V r
76) (Trio)
(177) (T a )
u:Z
___ (178) (T'a)




WT. OF STA COPPER
WT. OF STA IRON
ROTOR SLOT LEAK PER
FLD. COND. AREA
COLD FLD RES- 20oC
HOT FLD RES.. X ° C
IWT OF FLD COPPER
WT OF ROTOR IRON
PERIPHERAL SPEED
OPEN CIR. TIME CONST.
































SUB TRANS TIME CONST. .O(]500
SHORT CIR NI / 20C;_ 3 0000
PERCENT LOAD
LEAK FLUX
) (313) FLItX IN P.C.
(_BEd) (314) POLE DENSITY
(Br_) (315) ROTOR CORE-DENSI:I'y --
(Fnl) (127) TOTAL NI
(Ifr,I) (127_,)FIELD AMPs
(s E i _(i_ic-)c-6Rl6EN-i(F_-6i-----
(E F ) (IS/h)FIELD VOLTS
,r (I 2 R r ) (182) ROTOR LOSS
.
L (F&W) (18t) F&W LOSS
(Wtnl) (184) STA TOOTH LOSS
(We } {185) STA CORE LOSS
: (W nl ) (186) POLE FACE LOSS
( 12 Rs) (194)STATORCU LOSS
) (19S) EDDY LOSS
) (196) TOTAL LOSSES
) ( ) RATING (KW)
) ( - ) RATING&LOSSES
(312o)
- ) ( - ) PERCENT LOSSES
'- ) (- ) PERCENT EFF.
.... L___.,_. liD") I/lieU (JIB)
_J_._-_53_.LL_ '(BP cl ) (319)
-- 37J:_5__ (B,.c,)(3:.)
lI 16.103 (Ffl) (236)
L.... 20.29.2__ (,m) (z37)
_2.317.45_ (s.-) (239)
..... _7_ (Effl) (238)
160.823 (,2R.)(241)
2778. 500 (F&W) (183)
281 : 9_ 0 (.,.,)(242)
__927.460 !(w_) (_8s)
___102. 900 (,wf.) (243),
--_ ,000 (I R= ) (245)
,000 ( - ) (246) :







I_6.4309E AIR GAP AREA
170.4093C AIR GAP PERM
-06673 EFFECTIVE AIR GAP



























(70c) C_ a )
(69) (g e )
(71) (C I )
(72) (C ,, )
(73) (C p )
END. EXT. ONE TURN (48) (LE)
DEMAGNETIZING FACTOR (74) (CM)
AMP COND/IN (128) CA)
REACTANCE FACTOR (129) (X)
LEAKAGE REACTANCE (130) (Xq)
(|31) (Xad)
(133) (X d )




(168) (X" d )
(_70) (X 2 )
REACTANCE OF
ARMATURE REACTION

















172) (X 9 )




(97) (F t )
(98) (F c )
(96) (Fg)
q-b_.122 I 4.#9.013 510,1,38 4)_):57_)
63.756 66.601 69,485 68.0,h0
41 -o13 42,84.3 44.698 43 - 7_6_8_i
_2 42.73 __L3 9___  9_Lat. 7_3__L l.82E
53:505 71.6O':; 95t'--..... 8_0._76O
6110.350 8177,405 1D2Z2,844 _)'2_22__921
35.774 4_.876 60. 145 53.998
1914, 115 342 . 199 3410_-2-8-77----_-6-0:858-
2778.500 2778:500 2778:500 _778,500
477.959 688;640 964:54-4 818.702
927.46 O 927.46 0 927.46 0 927.46 0
187. 138 292.436 +39.854 36 0,880
1991.5o0 4480.875 7966.000 _o98,968
277.61_ 624.633 111o.460 8;S0. 196
8554.288 3220,745 19597. I0;S IS 195.56;_
I00,00o 150.000 200,000 17_S.000
108,554 163.220 219.597 191.195_
7,880 8.099 8.924. 8__.47_0_




















,.>,.>. i- r T
ill GA D A.I, TOOTH DENSITY i TOOTN _lil" ; i
_,z? _J,i (.s,s)C,.<:.. _ ;;,'_,._,-_ _F'_='
LEAKAGE FLUX rOTAL F.L..UXPOLE ,
.... |
797.701_OO 82.71_I_00















































































1 '_'_l._ i '/i|,,Ij _. i " -_,',. ',.i2. L _"TC-!.
_k_INUT E _".......... _................................
I /P.+__',SECOH_(a) STATOR _ ; '
m_ovE_PE_FOR..._+_._ran................ _l.+ZoO.................... , ....
_l_T ................... i--.LIB'_" !
WR2......................................................... - ...................... _,,. ....... !
......... -+ -- _
OVERHUHC _,,_mEuAT........................................ - ' (_/*_o ° O/0
STATOR _E$. / PH+ :,T 7,,____.0 F ............ - ......... " .........
FIELD RES. AT "_,__.._OF...... . 3 _' "7 + '_'_,-_
_OIPT CmC, kATIO AT__ 4_0 RPM ................ _ .... ! ....
% ,TdAORT CIRC+ CURRENT ¢J,.PACIT f ......................... - ......... -t ...........
F & W LOS_ AT ........ RPM ............................... _ -- -i ...........
I , +
CORE LOSS AT CYCLES/SEC ............................. ++.......... ., ..............
% EFFIC_iACIES _'EE_PS. STABLE t _
• I I
I
(o) AT ....... % LOAD RPM % PF . __ I------- _-_ i.-"+'_---- - -"i .....
(b) AT ...... %LOAD ........... RPW,.......... %+F i . i ........ ] .........
(c) AT ............ % LOAD RPM .......... % P F __ ......... _ ........................ .+ ......
(J) AT % LOAD RPM % PF i t t
(e) AT .......... % LOAD RPM ........... % PF i" ;..........
FIELD CURREt_TS AT ........."_OLTS +
(o) AT ...... % LOAD .......... RPM ........ % P F
(b) AT .......... % LOAD RPM ....... % PF
(c) AT ......... % LOAD RPM ............ % PF
(_ AT ............ % LOAD ........... RPM % P F
(e) AT ........... % LOAD RPM % PF







I j .... I
........................ I1"- ............ I I
--_ ............. ;,-........... 4
+ ; i
+
.20 _ ' :, ;2 O0
,I---. ............ -L-........... ;


















AT £/vD OF THE _0
.,'7O_C _,,/,,vz _"_ts 5_" k-
_% 5 7",qh"E/¢ Fo,e _0 /'_:,,v'.
mtwdT£5 ,./£,qZ /_nl"
/gJ Foz _ o_/&.
O,_iGi_AL PA"3E BE
OF _0<.oR QuNJ'Pf HA-6
I";:5,T h._4"_- ^. ,::. :_,_;.:t:_C::,:._, ..i:!','-" !_,-:,: ,'-.',
_,,;,A J,a,g"
I- ,i _ , ,bIl,,I !I :"i _l _= _,..; r¥i _ l o",, I
,.....' ...........a,.--.-_,:i.... :;..............................', .._: _ _- _ .......
N
%
-'-- :- :_ - -_:--- _i- -,_, _.._ .......... ,,,, _ .. _: _,... ,v).
iT-X"
i
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VOLTAOE WAVES OBTAIN_ FROM FULL























WITH THREE-PffASE, O.&O i_ FACTOB,










































































Clear core (no switch control).
Insert output Form #i into typewriter, set margin for correct
output, and set typewriter for single space.
Load pass #i followed by input parameters (output punched cards).
Load pass #2 followed by output from pass #I (output printed
plus punched cards).
Load pass #3 followed by output from pass #2 (output printed
plus punched cards).
Load pass #h followed by output from pass #3 (output printed
plus punched cards).
Load pass #5 followed by output from pass #4 (output printed
plus punched cards).
Load pass #%A followed by output from pass #% (output punched cards).
Load pass #6 followed by Saturation curve values* and output
from pass #SA (output printed plus punched cards).
Load pass #7 followed by output from pass #6 (output printed
plus punched cards if no load satmcation c,irvc required).
If there is card output from pass #7 a no load saturaticn curve
is required. Insert output Form #2 in typewriter and set margin.
Load pass #8 followed by saturation curve values* and output
from pass #7 (output printed).
* Saturation curves sre loaded in order shown on Input Form #i.
HA-18a
ALL INPUT PARAMETERS ARE IN FORMAT F7.0 f,FIG. 1)
io 10.
000000 |OeOO0



































i0, 1.0 i lO00.
tOO0000 '60080{ 06000|
























ALL SATURATION CURVE VALUES ARE IN FORMAT FIO. O (FIG, 2)
(ALL SATURATION CURVES MUST HAVE 5 CARDS)
690600600{






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DZ (6) -0. O0 754
DZ (7)=0.0134.
DZ (8),=0.03 02









IF(DT-DA(JA)) 17, 17p 16
94 D=O
IF'(ZY)23p23p27















































C PASS 2 NON-SALIENT WOUND-POLEGENERATOR
I FORMAT(EI1.5,E11.5,EII.5,EII.5,EII.5,EII.5)





























I F (TPR-1 .)47,48,4-7
48 GE=CC*GC
C 1= (COS (X)*( (RCC- 1. )/RCC) +(.6366/(RCC*ALP) )*SI N(X) )'1.27
CP=I .-AL P+AL P / ( 2. *RCC)







































































C PASS 3 NON-SALIENT WOUND-POLE GENERATOR
I FORMAT(EII.5,E11.5,E11.SpEII.SpEII.5,E11.5)































































I F (ZZ-4.O) 79,80,81




PC=Z* (Z E+ZD+ (0.5*GC/TS) + (0.25"T S/GC )+0.6 )





EW=6.28*EK*ZF*(TP** (0.62- (0.228*LOG (ZF) )) )/ (CL*DF*DF)
XL= (PC+EW)*XR
XD=XR*AG*C I*CM
WC= O. 3 2 l*S C*QQ*AC*HM
PRI NT3, S, A,HH, XR, RG, XL, RP, XD
PUNCH I•VA, EE, EP, PN, F pPX
PUNCH I,RPH, P I, PF, POL,D I
PUNCHI ,DU,CLpSS,HC,PC,QN




























































ZG=PT*PX*F E*O. 0OOO01 /AS
FK--RR*ZG
FR.:(T 2+23 4, 5) *F K*O. 003 94




IF (WO-BR) 102, 103 p102
XRS= (HD/BR+HRI/(2.*BR)+Y)*X
GO TO 1 04
XRS= (HD/WO+2 .* (HR-HR 1-HD )/ (WO+BR) +fIR1/ (2. *BR )+Y )*X




S I: (PT*PT*PX*ALRI I. E+8)*( (CFA*3.1 9*TP/GE) +XF I)
XZ=(3.1 9*PXID I)* (GC+. 47*SQRT (400. IF)+HD)*XR



















































PASS 5 NON-SALIENT WOUND-POLEGENERATOR
I FORMAT(E11.SpEII.5,EII.5,EII.5pEII.5,EI 1.5)

































IF (CS-0.667) 123,124p 124
123 AY=I.5*YY/(PN*QN)-O.25
GO TO 125
124 AY,.o 75_vYY/(PN*QN)+O. 25





87 WR=. 238- (3.1416* (DR-HR) -X*BR )*ALR*IIR*R K
HRC 1:,(DR-2 .*HR-DRS)/2°
WR:WR+. 89 =v(DRS+HRC I)*HRC I*ALR*RK
126 IF(W) 130, 13Op 131
130 XO=O. O
GO TO 132
|31 AA-(2. O*HZ+HX) "I .6 / (PN*QN*CF*CF*DF*DF*BS )
XO= ((PC+XZ)*AX/AY+AA+O. 2*EW)*XR
132 D2=BG**2.5"O. 000061



































D6=I O. 0"*(0. 932"C I-I .606)
BA=3.142"D I*CL





I F (AA-.65) 145,145,146
VT=LOG ( I O. O*AA) * (-0.242) +O. 59
GO TO 147
VT=O. 327- ( AA*O. 266)
UZ= (DU-HC)*O. 785 O/PX
EZ=(ET+EB)*O.5-1 .O
AA=P N*p I *P I
PU=AAWRG
PV=AA*RP






























































AA-AT AN ((XB/YA(K) +S IN (AN))/AL)
BB=AA-AN






PUNCHI•GX(1) •GX(2) •GX(3) •GX(4),AJ



















PASS 6 NON--SALI ENT _'IOUND-POLE GENERATOR








READ888,AI (K),AI (K+I),AI (K+2),AI (K+3) wAI (K+4),AI (K+5)
K=K+6
























































F N:S A+F A+F H+F A 1
SCR=FN/FSC






GZ (M)=( (I.O+PF )*FT+AT+(FH_ED (H)) )*UX/(FH+SA)













F B (M) = (I. O+PF)*FT+AT+FX+ED (M)*FH+F X I
F I(M+I)=FB (M) IPT





















































XX= (AA-BB I ) / (. 4.3 4.3"._( LOG (DC)-LOG (D+. 0001 ) ) )
Y=AA-XX*. 4.3 4-3*LOG (DC)
Y:EXP (2.3 06*(X-Y) IXX)
GO TO (838,83-9),LOAD
838 GO TO (803,804,805,806,807,808),K
839 GO TO (236,,237,238),K
830 GO TO (836,840),LA
836 PRI NT850




PASS 7 NON-SALI ENT WOUND-POLE GENERATOR
DI MENS IONPR(5),F I(5), PS(5),G (5) ,PP(5), EX(5), ST (5),VA(5)
DIMENSION P(5), E(5), PM(5), SP(5)
I FORMAT(EII.5,EII.SpEII.5,EII.5,EII.5,E11.5)



















I F ( F I (M) ) 1 98, 197,198
198 PS (M) =PW*UA*UA
X=WF+WQ
GM =(GF*UA)_r*2.O+I .O












SP(M)=PP(M) +PR (H) +PS (M) +EX (H) +ST (H) +X
P (M)=(SP(H)/I O00.)+VA(M)




PM(M)= (SP (M)/P(M) )*. I
E (M)= 100. O-PM(M)
FW=FR
PW=PV









PRI NT4p P(1) pP(2) pp(3) Bp(4) _p(5 )
PRI NT4_PM(1),PM(2) jPM(3),PM(4)pPM(5)
PRI NT4p E(I) pE(2) pE(3),E(4) pE(5)
IF(SNL) 191p 191p 190
PUNCH1pFHpTEpBXsUZpUY,AP1










C PASS 8 NON-SALIENT WOUND-POLE GENERATOR
DIMENSION AI(60)
I FORMAT(E11.5,E11.5pE11.5pEI 1.5pE11.5pE11.5)
888 FORMAT (FIO.O,F I0.09FI0.O_ FIO.OpF IO.O,F I0.0)
K=I
823 READ888pAI (K)_AI (K+I)pAI (K+2)pAI (K+3),AI (K+4)mAI (K+5)
K=K+6
I F (K-59) 823,234,234

















































FORMAT (FI 2.5,F 12.5jF12.5,F 12.5,F 12.5,F 12.5//)
FORMAT(FI2.5pF 12.5pFI2.5,F 12.5,FI 2.5,F |2.5)
PRI NT247pVpFG_TDs FTs BCp AT














Y=EXP (2.3 06- (X-Y)/XX)
GO TO (838,839),LOAD
838 GO TO (803pSO4,805,806),K
839 GO TO (236,237,238,239),K
830 GO TO (836,840),LA
836 PRI NT850











ROTATING- COIL, LUNDE LL- TYPE
A-C GENERATOR COMPUTER PROGRAM
AND TEST DATA










































I (22) h 3
(22) hs
T(22) ht


















































FUND/MAX OF FLD FLUX
WINDING CONSTANT
POLE CONSTANT
END EXTENSION ONE TURN
DEMAGNETIZATION FACTOR

























WIDTH OF POLE (NARROW END)
WIDTH OF POLE (WIDE END)
_.qo
4':. 76,
C) WEIGHT OF ROTOR IRON









CON DUC TORS/SL OT
POLE THICKNESS (NARROW END)




STRAND DIA, OR WIDTH
STRANDS/CONDUCTOR IN DEPTH
ST RAN DS/COND UCTO R
STATOR STRAND T'KNS,
DIA. OF PIN
COIL EXT. STR, PORT
UNINS. STRD. HT.





RES'TVY STA. COND. • 20oc
MAIN GA P
FLUX PLATE DIAMETER
SHAFT O.D.(FLUX CARRYING PORT.)
SHAFT LENGTH(FLUX CARRYING PORT)
PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 1
PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 2
PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 3
PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH4
PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH S
. 50 ,,














PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 7
!OUTSIDE DIAMETER OF FLD COIL
LENGTH OF FIELD COIL
NO. OF FI ELD TURNS/COl L
MEAN LENGTH OF FLDo TURN
FLD. COND. DIA. OR WIDTH
FLD. COND. THICKNESS
FLD. TF.._P IN o C



















(76) tp i ac
o
I-(761 tp2 o
(76) j_ P ,v













































for type 3 is
=I b l+b3)bs 2














SPECIAL LEAKAGE PERMEANCE - For machines
having a section of the pole that is approxi-
mately a full pole-pitch wide, an additional
leakage permeance must be added to the
slot and end-turn leakage permeances.
This permeance is that of the leakage path
from one pole into a tooth top and from tooth
top back into the adjacent pole. The leakage
is similm" to Zig Zag 1 eakage and by in-
creasing the stator leakage reactance, can
reduce the output of the generator significantly.
This same leakage can be used to purposely
limit the output of the generator and make it
current limited. The presence of this ad-
ditional leakage can be good or bad depending
upon what is wanted from the generator. The
important thing is for the designer to be aware
that it is there.
In many cases, the designer should estimate
the specific permeances _z since the pole base
will be more or less than a full pole pitch wide
m_d the following formula will not suffice.
h%
\






area of pole over tooth when tooth is on centerline
between poles
2_ g










- (44) (Ke )
(45) ('it ,,)
(46) (a c )
I--




(5S) ( E F_to.p__
(56) ([ Fbot)




(157) ( - )
(145) (V,)
(153) (Ocf)
" _ (154) (R_)
_=,
u_! iS5) (RI)
1156) ( - )J
](_o) (_',) ....
u (81)
SUMMARY OF DESIGN CALCULATIONS
NO_ EWO DESIGN NO.
(OUTPUT)
SOLID CORE LENGTH . 92000
DEPTH BELOW SLOT -_')_O()
SLOT PITCH ._ 1-! _93
SLOT PITCH 1/3 DIST. UP t"5095
SKEW FACTOR 1,00000
DIST.FACTOR 1,00000
PITCH FACTOR = 99999













1/2 MEAN TURN LENGTH
COtD SEA. RES.,a 20 ° C





WT. OF STA COPPER
WT. OF STA. IRON
POLE PITCH
WT. OF ROTOR IRON
PERIPHERAL SPEED 2]J'L')_] "` Lt":_ O_j 0
FLD CORD. ARE._' -" -
COLD FLD RES. ,' 20 ° C .....
tHOT FLD RE5., ×_,C
WT. OF FL.D COPPER



































FUND/MAX OF FLD FLUX
WINDING CONST.
POLE CONST.






R EACTANCES OF {ARMATURE REACTION
SYN REACT DIRECT AXIS
(67) (K • )
(69) (g I/ )
(71) (C I )
, (72) (Cw)
(73) (cp)






















UNSAT. TRANS. REACT J 166) (X'dJ
SAT. TRANS. REACT 167) (X'd)
NEG SEQUENCE REACT 170) (X 2 )
ZERO SEQUENCE REACT
OPEN CIR. TIME CONST.
(172) (Xo)
_(1!___(__D_
(177) (Tc)ARM TIME CONST.
TRANS. TOME CONST. (17_) (T'd) _'0
SUB TRAN TIME CONST. (179) (T"d)
TOTAL FLUX (89)
(92) ( :___ FLUX PER POLE(P2) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 2
.................... J____?_J_IC)3 I ..... 2.7___.,_._L_ GAP DENSITY (MAIN) (9.5) (.B_,_..) _)
_-2)---iP7....... --PERM Ot LEAKAGE PATH 3 _--_-E_L___._..L_ TOOTH DENSITY ...... ('--9-Ii--(---_'_.... _;
_ _ii_--iP4) PEPM OF LEAKAGE PATH 4 1 18214 33.6337( CORE DENSITY (94) (Bc) _zN
_- _]]- ('-'P5) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH S --'
(85) (P)--- PER - r I () q_ (]C) l___ TOOTH AMPERE TURNS (97) (Ft) _..
7 M OF LEAKA, • PATH 7 "2 " _ _" - ' ............... C5
..... I'"...... LZL___ 1Z - Ii]hAA J _. (D_G_L£_CORE AMPERE TURNS (98) ;F c ) ._
_]lT--_-c_i IS H_T- AiR"RATiO.............. :, ; ........
PERCENTLOAD I o ..... _ 100 i .... _---- '---- .....
• ' __ - - I " J IS0 j 200 OPTIONAL
(/ ) (lOOe) LEAKAGE FLUX _ ........
______ " 9(]-A_}s. ('/o0)(197a)1 -7-7 .{_ I ...... _ _-
,_ •............................ _ ,_ ::2_{,L._. _ _ ,(,.' PT> 4_O2o) TOTAL FLUX/P .,,. ,.,, _ -- ,., o ,---,=-,-_, ---z4 .... _ ..... .U..UJL____ ..... iA__(A_ I .Q0_
..... ....... .............. .......
.................................... _:_=_LL P i ---__l_ _ J...... D_O__0_ ,000 ; .000
'B.,__;_h,_,..... (II3)L_.........SIIAFT D ENS}Ty-, .... _O _, _[]C.] (Bsh I ) (232) 1 lh 800
Fnl ) (127) IOTAL Hl
Ifnl ) (121_', FIELD AMPERES
Sf ) (127c) CU,(t. DEN. FLD.
Ef,,I) (]271,) FI[LD VOLTS
W_..L_{__._I8._')_ST/. CORE LOSS
W),,,i _ l!P_4) %r?, TOOTH tOSS
12 R , (19,_; _TAT("-IR CU LOSS
__.IL .....
- ) 4195) _D;,Y LOSS
Wpnl ) (186) POI. E FACE LOSS
12_.__RL_f_I8#_._))l_IF LD COIL LOSS
F&W) (183) F&W LOSS
- ) (196) TOTAL LOSSES









(12 R. ) (245)
..... .....i----.-o-ctc;_
__Ao_o_ .......... _L_on ............ O_O_Q L ....... &co_o_
h: 06 o_. : non ........_._Q0_CL........ ._(]&ff
3-99_L&_Q .......... _,_O_(3_Q____.......... QC_ ...... 0__0_Q
ZO JLOZ ,,_CK)_..... _ __._3o_ ......... _0O_O_
1 o.83 0 .00o , ooo . ooo
















































































































































































TZZT CURVE AND CALCULATED POINTS FOR A



























'I,IP T:- P,!,R;< E_[:,,,} P,I)TA-,I',:' r()l_ LLJ]_[}ELL
I °04 15. 8.7 ;,. 200. 12. 2o00. 50. .95
°8 4.8 6.63 I. O. ',}. .92 5. 77.2
.12 .16 .16 ..;5 .?05 .02 .5 O. O.
" "} (}508.03 .(}01 :,6. 1. O. 14. 3 .....
I. O. .I .2 .0508 .0508 60. O. I00.
.018 O. O. O. O. O. O. .64 .45
.20 .80 I.15 I'.764 O. 7. .5 L_.2 2.
O. (}. O. O. O. 1!;. 1 3. _ 1.25 650.
















SATUP, AT_{)I_ CUP,VE ( SIATOR ATE.q! At )
0. 18. I. 45.
6. ;! 80. 10.5 87.








C T _ -"

































ALL INPUT PARAMETERS ARE IN FORMAT F7.0 (FIG. I)
l, _O,
00000OE 0O0000























15 35 '7 10 ]9
,001
080O00










73 74 _ 2( 2? i
.i .01 i0.
_06OO0 )OuOOO8 1000000



































54 65 65 _ _,_ _.:_708 72 7'_ )'4 ?5 _'1_n _li 19e-_
I
ALL SATURATION CURVE VALUES ARE IN FORMAT FIO. O (FIG. 2)
(ALL SATURATION CURVES MUST HAVE 5 CARDS)
,OOo
O000O0000{






































































Clear core (no switch control).
Insert output Form #1 into typewriter, set margin for correct
output, and set typewriter for single space.
Load pass #1 followed by input parameters (output punch cards).
Reset and load pass #2 followed by output from pass #1 (output
punched cards).
Reset and load pass #3 followed by output from pass #2 (output
punched cards).
Reset and load pass #4 followed by output from pass #3 (output
printed plus punched cards).
Reset and load pass #5 followed by output from pass #4 (output
punched cards).
Reset and load pass #6 followed by saturation curve values* and
output from pass #5 (output printed plus punched cards).
Reset and load pass #7 followed by output from pass #6 (output
printed plus punched cards if no load saturation curve required).
* Saturation curve values are loaded in order shown on Input Form
#1.
JA-II
10. If there is punch card output from pass #7, a no load saturation
curve is required. Insert output Form #2 into typewriter and
reset margin. Load pass #8 followed by saturation curve values*
and output from pass #7 (output printed).
NOTE: Pages JA-13 and JA-14 are nonexistent.
JA-12
INSIDE-COIL, ROTATING-COIL, LUNDELL, A. C. GENERATOR
Calculation Electrical Fortran





(22) b o BO
(94) Bc, BC1
(95) Bg, BG1




(22) b s BS
(1i3) BS H BSH
(232) BSH L BSHL
(57a) bt 1/3 SM
(91) BT, BT1
























































(55) EFTo p ET










(127) FN L FNL
(104) Fp FP
(98a) F s FS,
(18o) FSC FSC
(233) FSHL FSHL
(97) F T FT




































































































































































































(177) T a TA
t










































































































































PASS I P,OTAT ING COl L LUNDELL
I FORNAT(E11.5,E11.5, E11.5,E11.5, E11.5,E11o5)
2 FORNAT(F7.0,F7.0,F7.0,F7.0,F7.0,F7.0,F7.0,F7.0,F7.0,F7.0)
3 FORMAT(_IX F12.5,2X F12.5)
7 READ2pVAjEE,EP,PId,FpPXpRPp4jpI,PF,CK
READ2, POL,DI, DU, CL, HV, BV, SF,WL, BK,ZZ
READ2,BO, BI , B2, B3, BS p110, HX, HY,HZ, IIS
READ2,HT,IIW, QQ,W,RF,SC,YYjC,DWjSN
READ2,SNI,DWI ,DB,CE,SFI,SD,PBA,SK, TI ,RS
READ2,GC,CI •CW, CP,EL,CI4,CQ,PEjBPI,BP2
READ2,TPI ,TP2,ALPpDR,WR,DI pTFP,DFP,DS I,ALSH
READ2, P I, P2, P3, P4, P5_ P7,DC I,ALCO, PT,FE
READ2,RD,RT,T2,RR,SNLpWF,ALZ
SS.=SF*(CL-HV*BV)
HC= (DU-D I -2.0*HS ) *O. 5
Q N=0.Q I ( PX*P N )
T S=3.142-D IIQQ
I F (ZZ-4. O) 9, 10,9
9 TT--(O.667*HS+DI )'3. 142/QQ
GO TO 11
TT=3. 1416-(D I+2.*H0+I .32"BS)/QQ
IF (ZZ-I .0) 12, 12, 13
BO=BS





























I F (ZY-Z I )27, 27, 25
25 XX,=XX-I.
23 ZY-QN


















































,_L, BK,ZZ, BO, B1 ,B2
,B3,BS,HC),ttX,HY,ttZ
, HS,FtT , ft_,/_()(.), W_P,f
, SC,YY, C,TS, SII, DB
,cEp SH,SD,TT,SK,P,B
1, ALCO,TP,D1 ,FEpRD,P,T
,T2,P,P,, SNL,_F, PE, SN1
, Dl._l ,BP1 , BP2,TP1 ,TP2, ALP













PASS 2 FIOTATI I.IGCOIL LUI.IDELL
FORMAT (E 11.5,EI I.5pEt I. 5,EI I.5pEt I..5, E 11 ..5)
DIMENSION [)A(8). [))X(6),[)Y(8), DZ (8)
READI,VA, EE,EP,PN,FpPX
READI pRPtI_.PI,PFpCK,POLp[)I
READI ,DU,CL. SSpHC, SF,QI.I
READI pWLpBKpZZ,BO,BIpB2
READI jB3 pBSpHOpFIX,HY,HZ





READI ,DWI,BPI .BP2,TPI ,TP2,ALP
READ I,DP.,WR.TFP, DFP,[)S I,ALSH
READI ,PI ,P2, P3, P4, P5.P7
READI ,RS_.GC,PT,CI,CW, CP

























































































FR: (T 2+23 4.5) *FK*O. 003 _4
RC=0o32 I_PT *FE*AS




AA= O. 584+ (S N'_SN-1. O) *0.06 25* (SD*C L/( SH*HH) )**2.0
AB= (SH*S C*F*AC / (BS*RB ))**2.0
ET=AA*AB*O. 0033 5+ I. O
EB=ET-O. OO 168*AB
RY=SC*QQ*O. 000001 *HM/( PN*AC*C*C )
RG=RS*RY
RP=RB*RY
A=P I*SC*CF /(C*T S)
PUNCHI,VA, EE,EP,PN,F,PX
















PUNCHI , HHj, SH_,AS, AC, ET j, EB
PUNCHI ,S,FK, FR,RC,RG,RP









PASS 3 P,OTATIHG COIL LUNDELL









































FF=O. 25"(3 .*CS+I .O)
GO TO 75






































W I= (T t_*QQ*S S*HS+ (OU-FIC )*3. I_,2*HC*S S )*0 o283
IF (WF)445_446_45



























PASS 4 ROTATING COIL LUNDELL





























































I F (P3) 404,405,404
R3=RI+ALP/2.
R4_,RI
P3,,(6.38"( (3.*BP I+BP2)/4.)/3. |416)*LOG (R3/R4)
IF (P4) 406,407 p406




P5- (6.67 5 / ALC0 ) * ( DC1**2. -OS 1**2. ) 13.
IF (P7)412,413,412




BC1-FQ/( 2. *HC*S S)
BG1-TG/(3. 1416,9 I*CL)
FG-BG I *GE/ oO031 9
ALA-6.38"D I / (PX*GE)
PGE-PX*(PI+P2+P3+P4)
ALF-(PGE+P5)/CL
XR-. 07 O7*A*DF / ( BG1*C I )















XF=XD_(I .-( (C I/Ctl)/(2.*CP+(4.*ALF/(3.1 416*ALA) )) ))













AA- (3. *YY/( PN*QN) )
AKX-AA-2.
IF (AA/3 .-. 667 )42 O, 42 O, 421
AKX 1=. 75*AA-. 25
GO TO 419
AKX I-. 75*AA+. 25
ABL- (AKX/(CF**2 ))*. O7*ALA
XO.,AKX* (ABL+PC)/AKX I
XO-XR* (XO+( I. 667" (HX+3 .*HZ ))/ (PN*QN*CF**2*DF**2*BS) +. 2*EW)
TC='S I/FK
RAIP N*P I *P I *RG/(VA*1000. )
TA-XN/(628.32*F'*RA)
TS-XS*TC/XA




























READI , HSp BT IpBC IpDU,FIC, PX
READI , PGE, FQ,APpALP, P7, FG
READ1 ,DSI,ALSH,PT,FI_,AS,PF
READI , XB, XA,CK, XD, POL,SNL
READI ,FKpRPpRG,EP,BGI,SS
READ1 ,DI,FSC,P5,Wi ,EP,EE
WQ= ( DU-HC ) * I. 4 2*HCwSS w ( BC I/BK) **2. O*WL
WT= SH _QQ_SS_HS*O. 453, (BT I/BK)**2. OWWL
132 D2=BGI**2.5*0.OOO061




134 IF (TS-2.O) 135,135p 136
135 DI+=TS**I. 145"O.79
GO TO 137





















D5,..D7-*0. 965_ I .38
D6=I O.O**(O.932"C I-I .606)
BA,=3.142"D I*CL






AKSC=I O. _*. 178/((AXX-1.)*'k.334)
GO TO957













AA ,..ATAN((ANt +XB*YB/I OO. )/PF)
777
AE (K) =COS (AA-AId) +XA*S I II(AA)*YB/10U.
DX (K) =. 9.3_'XD*Y B_S I 1,1(AA) / 1 00.
PUNCH I,AE(I ), AE (2), AE (3), AE (4)
PUNCHI ,DX(1) ,DX(2) ,DX(3) _[)X(L_)
PUNCHI,HS,BTI,BCI _DU,FIC_PX
PUNCHI ,PGE pFO.pAP, ALP wP7, FG
PUNCHI pDSI pALSHp PTpFR•AS,PF
PUNCHI ,XBp XA,CKp XD,POL,SNL





PASS 6 P,OTATII_G C()IL LUI_DELL
D IMENS IONBSHL (4), BPL(I_),FFL(4),CD[)(I_), A I FL (4), EPFL(4)
DIMENSION AE(4),DX(I_),AI(90)pPTL(4),PLL(4)
700 FORMAT (13)
3 FORMAT(.gx FI2.5,2X F12.5)
4 FORMAT (gX F12.5/)
I FORMAT(Eli .5,EI 1.5j,EII .5jEI I.5_E11.5,EI Io5)
888 FORMAT (F I0.0, F I0.0, F IO.O,F IO.O,F IOoO,F I0.0)
K=I








READ! ,XB, XApCKp XD_ POL,,SNL
READI ,_,IQ,WIIwWFpXXI_,XX2,XX3
READI ,FKp P,P_,RG,XXll,FSC, P5
READI ,WT, EE
ASH=. 7854*DS1*DS1
























F P= AT _AL P
PL7=P7 * ( F P+F(;+F S ) _. OO1
































AA= (AED*FG+FP L+FT* (I. +PF )+FC )
PL7L=. O01 *P 7*AA
























































AT--EXP (2.3 06*(X-Y) IXX)
GO TO (838,[].3_),LOAD
838 GO TO (8_,,807,808,805,810),K
839 JA=JA+I
GO TO (841,842) ,K
83O GO TO (836,837) ,LOAD
836 PRINT 850,












D I IIENS 1O11
D I I4ENSI OH
D I tiENS I ()tl
7 ftOTATIN(_ COl L LUHDELL
BPL(4), BSHL (4.)_ FFL (4),AIFL(4), CDD(4), EPFL (4),FCUL (4)


























(El I .5,E1 1.5,EI 1.5,EI 1.5,EI 1o5,E1 1.5)
It=I, 4.
READI,BPL(K),BSHL(K),FFL(K),AI FL(K),CDD(K),EPFL(K)










READI pBP s BSH,FI_I_p A I I_L,CD, EPNL
READI , SNL, FP, BTI 9FQ, BC I
READI pFG, ATpHS pCOREL, P7p PGE



















FCUL (K)=AI FL (K) *',','2*F R
STTL (K) =( (. O027*XA*YB)**2*2. + I. ) ','_/T
WNL (K) = ((XX4*YB) *'2+I. )*WN
SCUL (K)=XX I*RPWYB
EDD L (K) =SCUL (K)*XX2






PEFF (K)=XX3*YB* I OO. I (XX3*YB+TOTL (K))
IF (POL) 958,959,958
PRI NT961,PL,PLL(1),PLL(2),PLL(3),PLL(4)
PRI NT961 jBP,BPi_(I) pBPL(2) pBPL(3) _BPL(4)
PRI NT961, PI.T, PTL (I), PTL(2)p PTL (3) pPTL (4)
PR NT961,BSH,BSHL(1),BSHL(2),BSHL(3),BSHL(4)
PR NT961,FNL,,FFL(1),FFL(2),FFL(3),FFL(4)
PR NT961 ,AI I,IL,AI FL( I),AI FL(2) ,AI FL(3),AI FL (4)
PR NT961, CD,CDD (I) ,CDD(2), CDD (3) ,,CDD (4)
PR NT96 1, EPNL, EPFL( 1 ), EPFL (2), EPFL(3), EPFL (4)
PR NT961 ,W(),',VO,ViQ,_/Q,_._Q
PR NT961,_VT, STTL(I ),STTL(2) ,STTL(3), STTL (4-)
PR NT961 ,ABX, SCUL (I), SCUL (2), SCUL (3), SCUL (4)
PRI NT961,ABX, EDDL( I ), EDDL(2), EDDL(3), EDDL(4)
PRI NT961 ,t, IN,WNL(I ),WNL (2) j, WNL(3) ,WNL(4)
PRI NT961,FEL,FCUL(I),FCUL(2),FCUL(3),FCUL(4)
PR INT961 p_F, WF,WF pWF _,_F
PRI NT961,TL,TOTL(I )pTOTL(2) 9TOTL(3) pTOTL(4)






















PRI NT961,ABX, SCUL( |),SCUL (2), SCUL(3)
PRI NT961 ,ABX, EDDL( 1), EDDL(2), EDDL (3)
PRI NT96 I,WI4,WNL (I),,WNL(2),WNL (3)
PR_ NT961 ,FEL, FCUL (I) ,FCUL (2), FCUL (3)
PRI NT96 1,WF ,WF pWF ,WF
PRI NT961 ,TLpTOTL (I) ,TI)TL (2) ,TOTL(3)




C PASS 8 F',()TATItdGCOIL LUI_DELL
DIIIEIdSI()I_AI(_30)
1 FORHAT(E11.5,E11.5,E11.5,E11.5,E11oS,E11.5)
888 FORHAT (F IO.O,F 10.0,F10. O, FIO.O,F IO,,O,F 10o0)
878 FORHAT (F12.5,F 12.5, F 12.5,F12o5,F 12.5,F 12.5)
879 FORHAT(F:I2.SpFI2.5pFI2.S_F12oS.FI2o5pF12oS//)
K=I
823 READ888,AI(K),AI (K+1)pAl (K+2),AI (K+3),AI (K+4),AI(K+5)
K=K+6







































PL5=P 5* (2. * (R4+FT+F P )+F C )_ .000667
FP=ATWALP








FNL=2. * (R4+F S+F P)+F SH
PRI NTB78,RS,RI,FT,R3,FC,R4
PRI NT879, PLj PLT,BP, FP, BSFIpFNL
YB=YB+. I
PAUSE










XX= (AX-BBI)/(._31_3*(LOG(DC) -LOG(D+'OOOI )))
Y=AX-X X*. I_3 43"L0(; ( DC )
AT=EXP (2.306*(X-Y)/XX)
GO TO (838,839) ,LOAD
838 GO TO (8C_i,807,808,809,810),K
839 JA=JA+I
GO TO (841,842),K
830 GO TO (836,837),LOAD
836 PR I I,IT 850,













INSIDE, SINGLE- COIL, STATIONARY- COIL
LUNDELL-TYPE A-C GENERATOR

















INSIDE-COIL, STATIONARY-COIL LUNDELL GENERATOR
COMPUTER DESIGN (INPUT)
EWO DESIGN NO(i)
KVA GENERATOR KVA ._,LL(_ O FUND/MAX OF FIELD FLUX {71) C I __
E LINE VOLTS /4[;), 1_) O WINDING CONSTANT (72) Cw _-
L. ph PHASE VOLTS _ 'Tg _ POLE CONSTANT (73) Cp
PHASES _ O O END EXTENSION ONE TURN (48) LE
f FREQUENCY _ ,_ _ DEMAGNETIZATION FACTOR (74) Cm OU
p POLES j _ C P CROSS MAGNETIZING FACTOR (75) Cq
RPM RPM j 3_::>(;_ . _eJ_ POLE EMBRACE (77) o¢
Iph PHASE CURRENT _t._) ,__._ WIDTH OF POLE (NARROW END) (76) b P1
PF POWER FACTOR ,- q£ /# _"O WIDTH OF POLE (WIDE END) .(76) bp2
Kc ADJ. FACTOR J._) I JO POLE THICKNESS (NARROW END) (76) ' PI C'
OPTIONAL LOAD POINT /_ _._ a_ POLE THICKNESS (WIDE END) (76) t p;"
d STATOR I,O. _>,4_._2. .2:_._ POLE LENGTH (76) K P
D STATOR O.D. _"_.._" _. iJ./9 ROTOR DIAMETER (11o) dr 0.C
CROSS CORE LFNGTH ,,_t/.tL _ _ WEIGTH OF ROTOR IRON (1.57) ( - )
".,.. -[t.l__OF i;_-T_------- _ _ , "7. _) POLE FACE LOSS FACTOR (187) Ki
I WIDTH OF DUCT ___ _ SHAFTO.D.(FLUXCARRYINGPAI?T (781 d:____ u._



















',IPAND DIA. OR WIDTll






DIST. BTWN. CI, ' OF STD.
PHASE RELT ANGLE
sk STATOR SLOT SKEW
X oC STATOR TEMP °C
.I, s R ES'TVY STA. COND. '_ 20° C
t; g3 AXIAL LENGTH OF GAP (g3)
d_t 3 DIAMETER AT GAP (g3)
rig2 DIAMETER AT GAP (g2)
g MAIN AIR GAP
g2 AUXILIARY GAP (g2)













1-_c--:{ Ii , IL___,,_1
_,_--_! _
(Type 5 is an open
slot with 1 conductor
per slot) t-6,-4





b s for type 3 is
=Qbl 4" b3)bs 2








INSIDE-COIL, STATIONARY-COIL LUNDELL GENERATOR
SUMMARY OF DESIGN CALCULATIONS (OUTPUT)










; SOLID CORE LENGTH
DEPTH BELOW SLOT
SLOT PITCH





(46) (ac) COND. AREA
(47) IS,) CURRENT DENSITY(STA.)









CUED STA. RES. "20°C





WT. OF STA COPPER
WT. OF STA. IRON
POLE PITCH
tf H *:_'-V ,
t
"_T]T-_-_----: . t i,,. • r'H' .A,L'f
r








" 311_i:_ - -
I. 0(10()C
• 965 9?. --
1.000o0 --
11#_ .00000 ---
• 011_], '3 ---
•.)465.80Ol)(.J---
(,.25980--




7.6 51_00 - -
5.17N30 - -




l , _.f !]- ! _ /-_". _F _IA T!i ,
?
_( It. • .P_,: PFHM f,F ;bAKAisE PA:H :_
,,_ .,p,IFF;u u'r_D • ", ._]o:l ?i)0_
h}
I
. • , _-
o . H)
' a.- *-- __
.. • .:J __
,I,ZPTt H ';-
[(1.0) (FSC t :,HOUT CIR N: 117_ ' ,...',t:' , (20
81) (SCR) SFIORT CIR RAIlO ........ _ d ) ----
_ ..... ..... _ |
J
L l




- . !,:':; l












3 29. ,; 93 i_0
, ?-793 2




















WINDING CONST. (72) (Cw)
POLE CONST. (_)
END. EXT. ONE TURN (48)
DEMAGNETIZING FACTOR (_)






SYN R EACT DIR ECT AXIS





SUB.TRANS. REACT DIRECT AX.
I RANS REACT QU&O A X.
ZfIRO Sf(_UTN(Z_ {"]_ A( T
I
,.707 I '.)00 _LUX _ER PULE
I i_.(; _)ib0g) CAP DENS|TY (MAIN)
( 2 I (__.0ri,,) I; _,r,_,(;t .... fLUX
-- (pt) (1!12.) 1Ol_,l [I. IJX Pmr
(f{ u) (103,,', PC;i i I_[ NStl'Y
(t_7) (122t MiX C, APlq?IDf NSII Y
_ !f!,J] ) (119).....,',IJK OAf'(i;)(4 NSlIY
(__9,)_(11_3.! SI_AFT 9ENSITV-
..,, (i.I _o_: N,
(:3 (lhd )(12].) FI|LD AM, PERES
-- O_ (St) (127c)CUR. DEN. FLD.
u_ (Elnl) (127h) FIELD VOLTS
-J
m (W c ) (185) STA CORE LOSS
<
-_ _ (Wtnl) (184) STA TOOTH LOSS
(12R_)(194) STATOR CU LOSS
( - ) (195) EDDY LOSS
(Wjpnl)(186) POLE FACE LOSS
(IIRt) (182) FIELDCOILLOSS
IF&W) (183) F&W LOSS
( - ) (196) TOTAL LOSSES
( _ ) ( - ) PERCENT EFF.
r . A-) "_
. e -






















(w c ) (185)
(Wtfl) (242)
(I 2 R sX245)
- ) (246)









-- 1 0,:. % ()0:)
100
i 07.. 5',(, , 'C_,
,_,2. (!I".,()
q • . . •
.> .,! I . CL)(;
__ r'.l()1 .(,00 ---t .'i'_-):)
(,.Or;) _ .C_0[)
, t'_ "
.; 005. o I)0 .0C10
1(;.92(_ .000


































,_':_ : L_L2_. z
(94) (B c ) _-
"_) (F_ '_ , Z
(98) (F c )
(967 (F,.i ) ,
I _OO i OPTIONAL._,.
. _.] '... o:)0 f
* _1" I _ i:_ 1 " ( ) ( ) ( )
.'r . ° ts(J_,
. :i) ,_ . bCi('_
. _' ..... ()(')0 -
o L_J',') __ o 000 -
• @OJ -- .OOO -
•O00 _ .000 -
.90'J-- .000 -
1.531 __ 1.53i __
.0C0 _-- .000 -
.C)00 -- .000 -
•000 -- .000 -
•000 -- .000 -
.O00 _ .000 -
32.325-- 32.325 --
• 000 _ ,000 --



































"' . )61 1;,3 7' '"
:)5._5_ 0(]
-) }:,_). 01 91_3
137.[i7[I00









•_;"' 0615 . .)




(97) F t (94) (Be) (98) F c






















]jp = 4 _/ 5"




)_ U_->-- 22. _ I_,2_
COMPUTER PROCEDU:<_ FOR
INSIDE COIL LUNDE/_L DESIGN CALCULATIONS
I. Clear core (no switch control).
2. Insert output Form #i into typewriter, set _rgin for correct
output.
3. Load pass #1 followed by input #1 (output printed plus punched
cards ).
h. Reset and load pass #2 followed by output from pass #i (output
puluched cards).
5. Reset and load pass #3 followed by output from pass #2 (output
punched cards).
6. Xeset and load pass #h followed by output from pass #3(output
punched cards).
7. Reset and load pass #5 followed by saturation curve values @
and output from pass #h (output punched cards).
8. Reset and load pass #6 followed by outp1_t from pass #5 (output
printed plus punch cards).
9. Reset and load pass #7 follo_ed bj output from pass #6 (output
punched cards).
I0. Reset and load pass #8 followed by saturation curve values*
and output from pass #7 (output punched cards).
ll. Reset and load pass #9 followed by output from pass #8 (output
printed plus punched cards if no load saturation curve required).
If there is punch card output from pass #9 a no load saturation
curve is required. Insert output Form #2 into typewriter and reset
margin. I_ad pass #10 followed by saturation curve values and
output from pass #9 (output printed).
@ Saturation curves are loaded in order shown on Input Form#1.
KA-7
12.
li;PIJT PAftAtIETERS lil_;![J[ ST/_TIO!iARY COIL
3.46 10.0 5.78 3.0 120. 12. 13b0. 150. I.0 I.I
I.6 6.1_62 8.1_75 2.1_5 O. O. .97 3. 77.4 2.
.040 O. o. _). .15 .o15 .335 O. o. .It
o. .02 72. I. I. 2. 6. I. .15 I.
1. .1 .....o5 .25 .15 185 (,O. 0 75. .69h
1.6 1_.55 5.36 .022 .02 .02 O. O. O. O.
O. O. .635 .8_ 1.J_ .1 .8 ".45 6.z,19 O.
7. 3.2 4. o. O. O. o. 8.5 37.2 .7
.5 .6 J_.;q 1.6 355. 12.1 on5O8 O. 75. .694
I. O. 18.2
KA-8
.,ATu,,A: l!)I_ r;m_,r _ ':TATOP, _ ^._ ':ATI.,,IAL
13"2. 18. I. l_O. _. (,6.
5. 76. 8. 85. 14.5 102.
101. 11!_. 300. 132. I000.
SATUP, ATIOII CURVE ( POLE IiATERIAL )
140. o. I.6 10. 2.3 20.
3.3 30. I_.2 60. 7.3 70.
9.2 80. 12.5 85. 15. 90.
20. 100. 40. 108. 100. 112.
160. 126. 500. lJ_O. 1000.
SATURATIOII CURVE ( .,tAFz I'4,ATERIAL )
140. O. I .6 10. 2.3 20.
3.3 30. I_.2 60. 7.3 70.
9.-' 80. 1"!.5 85. 15. 90.
20. 100. 40. 108. 100. 112.
160. I°_• ,:). 5t)0. 140. 1000.
KA-£


















































































































ALL SATURATION CURVE VALUES ARE IN FORHAT F10, O (FIG, 2)
(ALL SATURATION CURVES HUST HAVE 5 CARDS)
1OO.
000000000



























































(46) a c AC
(i 53) acf AS
(68) Ag GA
(70) Ag 2 A2
(70a) Ag 3 A3
(79) ap AP








(122) Bg 2 Be2
(119) Bg S BG3

























































































E FTO p ET





















































































































































































































































(243) WpF L WNL
(242) WTF L WTFL











(160) X F XF
(i50) Xf _C T2

































































































































































I F (ZY-Z 1 )27,27,25
25 XX..XX-1.
23 ZY=QN






28 C 1=0.649*LOG (PE)+1.359
29 1F(CW)30,30,31












40 EL=3. 142*U*YY*(D I+HS)/QQ+0.5
GO TO 42




43 CH=(AB+SI N(AB))/(S IN(AA)*4.)
44 1F (CQ) 45,45,46
45 CQ=(O.5*COS(AA)+AB-SI N(AB))/(4.0*SI N(AA))



















































































































































S=P I / (C*AC)
CY=PT *FE*O. 000001/AS
FK=RR*CY






AA= O. 584+( SN*S N- I. O) wO. O625"( SD*CL / (SH*Hi _))**2.0
AB= (SH*SC*F*AC / (BS*RB))*'2.0
ET=AA*AB*O. 00335+I. O
EB= ET-O. O0168*AB
RY= SC*QQ*O. OOO001 *II_I/(PH*AC *C*C )
RG=RS*RY
RP,=RB*RY
A=P I *SC*C F / (C*TS)
PUNCHlsVAsEE mEPpPNPF,PX


























PASS 3 INSIDE COIL





































































81 PC=Z* (ZE+ZD+(O .5*GC/TS)+(O. 25*TS/GC) +0.6)
82 EK=EL/( I0.0"*(0.103*YY*TS+O.402) )
IF(DI-8.O) 83,83,84
83 EK=SQRT(EK)
84 ZF=.612*LOG (I O.O*CS)











W I= (T_I*QQ_S S*HS+ (DU-HC) _3.142*HC*SS )*0. 283
IF (WF)445,446,445










































































I F (P2) 403,4.04,403
P2=I. 595_(TP I+TP2)*ALP/AL2
IF (p3) 405,406,405







p5= (2.505/ALCO), (DC I*-2-DS I*-2)*.667
IF(P7)412,413,412
P7=2.5*(DU+DR)





FG=BG I*GE/. 0031 9
WQ= (DU-FIC )* I. 42"HC*S S* (BC I/B K) **2. O*WL
_Fr= st_ *QQ*SS*HS*O.453*(BTI/BK)**2.0*WL
D2=BG I_r'2.5"O. 000061

















D4.=T S**O. 7 9"O. 92
DT=,BO/GC
IF (D7-I.7) 138,138• 139
D 5"D7"2.31 "O .3
GO TO 144.
IF (D7-3 .O) 140• 140• 141
DS,,DT**2.O*O.35
GO TO 144




D6==I O. 0"*(0. 932"C I-I .606)
BA=3.142"D I*CL

























































PASS 5 INSIDE COIL
DIIIENSIOII AI(.90)
FORI4AT(E11.5,EII.5,EI 1.5,E11.5,EI 1.5pEI 1.5)
FOR_AT(FIO.O_FIO.O_FIO.OjFI O.OmF10.OpFIO.O)
K= I









































pL5=P5 * (FG2+2 .* (FG+FT+F P )+F C+F G3 )*. O01
PSH=PG2+PL5







F NL=2. * (FG+F T ) +FC+F SFt+FG2+FG3+2. *F P
AI NL=FNL/PT
CD=AI NL/AS
EP NL=A I NL*F K









































PASS 6 INSIDE COIL































































































AA=(3, Ycyy/( PN*QN) )
AKX=AA-2.
IF (AA/3.-.667) 420= 420, 421
AKXI=.75*AA-. 25
GO TO 419
AKX 1=. 75*AA+. 25
ABL= (AKX/( CF**2 ))*. O7*ALA
XO=AKX* (ABL+PC)/AKX I
XO=XR* (XO+( 1.667" (14X+2. *HZ ))/(P I_*QN*C F**2*DF**2*B S)+. 2*EVd)
TC=SI/(FK)




F SC=XA* (2. *FG+FG2+FG3 )/100.
SCR=FNL/FSC
PRI NT3pACpApSpXRsHIIsXLpRGpXD_RPpXQpETpXA_EBpXBpPCp XF,EWpSI _WC_XU
PRI NT3=WI _XS_TP,XXpWRsXYpVRpXN,ASpXO_FKjTCpFRjTApRCpT5pPI_T4







































(EII.5,EI1.5,EI 1.5,EI 1.5,EII.5,EI 1.5)
,BOpGC,PI ,PI,I, EPpET
,EB,SCpC,XBpXD,PF
• EE • XA,RG ,WF ,WQ ,WT






,COREL, ASH, FC, FT, BP, BSH




















AN=AT AI,I ( SQRT ( I .-PF*PF ) I PF )
ANI =S I I,I(AI,I)
DO 777 K--I z_
YB=GB (K)
AA =ATAI,I ( (AN I +XB'_YB/"I 00. )/PF)
AE (K.) =COS (AA-AI,I)+XA*S I N (AA)*Yi,I'I 00.
DX(K)=. 93*XD*YB*S I I,I(AA)/I 00°
PUNCFII,AE(I),AE(2),AE(3),AE(4)
PUNCHI,DX(1),DX(2),DX(3),DX(4)
PUNCll Im BO, GC.,P I_PJ_pEP._ET
PUNCHIpEB BSCPCpXBpXDPPF
PUNCIll pEEpXApRGpWF pWQpWT

















D I F'IENS I Old
D I t,IENS I 01,I






































IF (PF-. 95) 880,880,881
PR=FQ*CK
GO TO 882
PR=F Q* (AED-D X (.J))







PL7 L=P7 * . O01- ( AA+F P L )
PG2L=(PTLL(J)*PX/2.)+PL7L
BG2L(J)=PG2L/A2
FG 2L=BG2L (J) *G2/. 00319
BG3L(J)=PG2L/A3
FG3L=BG3L (J)*G3/. 003 19





































PUNCII I, EE, XA, RG ,WF ,WQ, WT


























Y=AX-XX _ . 4343*LOG (DC)
AT=E XP ( 2.3 O6W(X-Y)/XX)



























































1, BSH, BSHL(]),BSHL(2), BSHL (3), BSHL(4)
I,FNL,FFL(1),FFL(2),FFL(3),FFL(4)
XX: (AX-BBI)/(.4343*(LOG(DC)-LOG(D+.O001)))
Y=AX-XX *. 43 43*LOG ( DC )
AT=EXP (2.3 06_v(X-Y)/XX)
GO TO (838,839) ,LOAD
838 GO TO (806_,807,808,8099810),K
839 JA=JA+I
GO TO (841,842,843),K
830 GO TO (836,837),LOAD
836 PRINT 850_







































































,FFL(J),AI FL(,J) ,CDD(J) ,EPFL (J)
_ B()I, GCa,P I p PN_,EPj, ET
_EB_SCpC_XBjXDpPF
•EE •XA, RG pWF BWQpWT





j, ttC i, API, F'IS_,DS 1 s ALSFt_,EPNL
• COP,EL mASHa, FCpFTpBP_BSH
PLTp BG2pI?,G3 pCDp AI NL
j, XX21, XX3, XX4
,706,707
pTGpFQpBC 1pBTla, BG1 pFG
j, P1 _P21, P3 j,P/'+p P5p P7
a,PXp ALP pA2 j,G2 a,A3 pG3
• ASF'I9 COREL s HC j, AP s,HS • ALSH
I,DU_,EE



























PR I NT 96





























































PR I NT 961
PR I NT _
PRI I',IT._

































































PASS 10 INSIDE COIL
DIi,EIISIOI,I AI(90)
FORIIAT(EI 1.5,EII.5,EI I.SpE11.5,EI 1.5,EI 1.5)
FORI4AT(FIO.O,,FIO. O,,FIO.O,FIO.O,FIO-O,FIO-O)
FORt IAT (FI2.5,FI2.5pF 12.5,FI2.5,F 12.5pF 12.5)
FORHAT(F12.5,,FI2.5,FI2.5pFI2.5,FI2.5,F12-5//)
K=I




































PLT=. O01 ;'_P7 '_ ( FC+F I+R4+F P )

























PRIi iT87 8, P.5,RI+, R I ,FT j, R3 ,FC
PRI NT87 9, PLT, BP, BG2, BG3, BSH, FNL
YB=YB+. I
PAUSE









XX= ( AX-BB I ) I ( .4343* (LOG (DC) -LOG ( D+. 0OO I ) ) )
Y=AX-X XY_'.434-3*LOG ( DC )
AT=EXP (2.3 06*(X-Y) IXX)












( 17111iACHl NE SATURATED)
KA-58




LUNDE LL A- C GENERATOR







SUMMARY OF DESIGN CALCULATIONS
MODEL EWO DESIGN NO.
(17) (ire) SOLID CORE LENGTH ").o."_200 1 °(;_!_9_
(24) _c) DEPTH BELOWSLOT -_4L_O(] .¢)_;(_i
(26) ('_s) SLOTPITCH .;_05_9 1 ,(,)_()0
2150_ b';000(27) (_1/3)SLOT PITCH 113 DIST. UP _ _ .
-- (42) (Xmk) SKEW FACTOR ] .00()()0 °( 7lt00
(43) (Kd) DIST. FACTOR • _4_. J_ o 1 _0',]0
(44)(Kp) reTCHFACTOR ,8660_} .g_;_00
-- (45) (Re) EFF. CONDUCTORS_ 187.O7614 .42000
_) (46) (,¢) COND. ARE_,_ ; ,01184 695.77000
i(47) (S.) CURRENT DENSITY (STA,.) 6964.30000 93897
(49) (]_t) !/2 MEAN TURN LENGTH 6.750(30 10.0_522
-- (53) (Rph) COLD STA. RES. e20oC .02847 122.63636
(s4)(eph) HOTSTA.RES._20oC 05827 55.01501
(55) (EFtop) EDDY FACTOR TOP. 1 _,22,960 132.72958
_ (s6) (eFt.# EDDY PACTOR SOT 1,0.3240 6_, 1102_
(62) (AI) STATOR COND. PERM. 4. _9360 67.61290
(64) (Re) END PERM.
(65) ( ) WT. OF STA. COPPER
-- (66) ( ) WT. OF STA. IRON
(41) (_'p) POLE PITCH
(157) ( - ) WT. OF ROTOR IRON
(145) (Vr) PERIPHERAL SPEED
(153) (ocf) FLD COND. AREA
(154) (Rf) COLD FLD RES. • 20 o C-- S$ H TFLDRES. e20oC
-- (156) (-) WT. OF FLD. COPPER
(176) (Tde) OPEN CIR. TIME COHST.
"J_ (177) (Ta) ARM TIME CONST.
=E z
__ P--UO (1781 (T'd) TRAHS TIME CONST.
(179) (T "d) SUB TRANS TIME CONST,
(80) (P1) PE_ OF LEAKAGE PATH I
., (81) (P2) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH2
--3 (_) (P3) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 3m
_i(831 (P4) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 4
i(_84) (P$) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 5
L1(85) (P6) PERMOF LEAKAGE PATH 6
-- |_) (P_) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 7
PERCENT LOAD 0
(,rip) 016) N.P. DENSITY
(Bep) (lOS) S.P. DENSITY
(E_¢2) (125) COIL YOKE DENSITY
(By4) (113) SHAFT DENSITY
(Sg 3 ). (1 19) AUX. GAP(g3)DENSITY
(B_2) (122) AUX. GAP(g2)OENSITY
(F.i) (127) TOTAL HI
(Ifnl) (127o)FIELD AMPERES
c3
--<(Sf ) (127c)CUR. DEN. FLD.
o
-J (F4n I) (127b)FIELD VOLTS
m_(W c ) (185) STA CORE LOSS
_.< (Wml) (184) STA TOOTH LOSS
--_(_Vdn I) (193) DAMPER LOSS
(12R I) (194) STATOR CU LOSS
(-) (195_ EDDY LOSS.,
(Wpn I) (186) POLE FACE LOSS
(12Rt)(IB2) FIELD C()IL LOSS
(F&W) (183) F&W LOSS
( - ) (196) TOTAL LOSSES



















































(Wat I ) (244)
(12 R ,) (245)
(-) (246)



























FUND/MAX OF FIELD FLUX
WINDING CONST.
POLE CONST.








SYN REACT DIRECT AXIS













































































(163) (X Dd) <
uJ


























ua (83) P 4
U
Z (84) P 5
<
LU
• _(85) P 6
o£







































TWO-COIL LUNDELL (BECKY-ROBINSON TYPE)
COMPUTER DESIGN (INPUT)
EWO DESIGN NO{l)
PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 1
PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 2
0
PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 3
PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 4 _;
PERM OF LEAKAGE PATHS
C
C
PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 6
PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 7 _
LENGTH OF LEAKAGE PATH 1 I, I
LENGTH OF LEAKAGE PATH 2
LENGTH OF LEAKAGE PATH 6
LENGTH OF LEAKAGE ACROSS COIL
INSIDE DIA OF ROTOR TUBE
iNSIDE DIA OF HOLLOW SHAFT
HEIGHT OF COIL YOKE
LENGTH OF COIL YOKE
LENGTH OF ROTOR SKIRT
EFFECCIVE LENGTH OF SHAFT
HORIZONTAL LENGTH OF GAP g2
THICKNESS OF SOUTH POLE
THICKNESS OF ROTOR SKIRT
TAPERED GAP DIMENSIONS
STEPPED GAP DIMENSIONS
STEPPED GAP HORIZONTAL L ENGTH. _
EFFECTIVE SHAFT O.D.
pOLE FACE HARMONIC LOSS
D/dlPEE _ I'U.RMOI41C LOSS
eelett'r-O1tlrOTOR " IliON
STATOR LAM. MTR'L
SOUTH POLE, TUBE & SKIRT












PG 2 OF 2
_A-2 REV.A
,t_)O_n 5lots [b) Constorlt
--'1 bo r'-
_ .o------1 V-_
(Type 5 is an open
slot with l conductor




b s for type 3 is









INPUT PAPAHETERS FOR BECKEY ROBINSON DESIGN
I NPUT 1
30. 211. 121. 3. 400.
0,0 7,060 9,150 2,6 0,0
.03 .117 0.O O.O .117
O.O .038 108.O I. I.
I. .O63 .25 .25 .190
I.O .O30 .O1 .O15 I.O95
.658 1.1_5 2.20 2.20 1.45
.030 .030 .O50 .170 .O5
6.87 ,0396 170. 13.5 1.125
INPUT 2
O. O. O. O. O.
I .24 5.6 .66 1.24 .76
O. O. I.22 1.9 2.54





SATURATt Ot,I CURVE (
lO. 1. 38.
75. 7.6 86.
1 00. 9o. 1 o7.
140. 95 O.
8, 6000° 82,5 ,75 I,
0,0 ,92 15, 77, 2,
.030 .400 0.0 .00 .500
2. 9, I, ,19 1,0
0, 60, .001 285, ,694
.43 .678 4.15 .855 .4.2
2.h 2.4 7.0 1.92 7.
5, 5,65 .28 ,694 285,
.006 315. I.15 O. O.
O. Oo 1.18 .87 1.2
.76 I .5 .76 .8 .8





















SATURATION CURVE ( NORTH POLE, SPIDER + SHAFT MATERIAL )
150. O. 3. 34. 10. 57.
16. 85. 24. 103. 35. 125.
70. 137. 130. 145. 260. 14B.
600. 15(3. 15(30.
•SATURATION CURVE ( COIL YOKE MATERIAL )
150. Oo 3. 34. 10. 57,
16. 85. 24. 103. 35. 125.


























































TWO-COIL LUNDELL (BECKY-ROBINSON TYPE)














• f, _ .JL_.._.
_/_'_L_-- /_ /_rm/'_ v

































FUND/MAX OF FIELD FLUX
WINDING CONSTANT
POLE CONSTANT




WIDTH OF NORTH POLE (END)
WIDTH OF SOUTH POLE (END)
WIDTH OF NORTH POLE (MID)
WIDTH OF SOUTH POLE (MID)
LENGTH OF NORTH POLE
LENGTH OF SOUTH POLE
ROTOR DIAMETER
HEIGHT OF NORTH POLE
POLE FACE LOSS FACTOR
WIDTH OF SLOT OPENING
HEIGHT OF SLOT OPENING
DAMPER EAR DIA. OR WIDTH
RECrANGULAR BAR THICKNESS
RECTANGULAR SLOT WIDTH
NO. OF DAMPER BARS/POLE
DAMPER BAR LENGTH
DAMPER BAR PITCH
RESISTIVITY OF DAMP. BAR • 20 °
DAMPER BAR TEMP oC
DAMPER BAR END RING MEANDIA.
DAMPER _AR END RING AREA
NO. OF FIELD TURNS/COIL
MEAN LENGTH OF FLD. TUR'N
FLD. COND. DIA. OR WIDTH
FLD. COND. THICKNESS










(76) bnP_ i 4
(76) _etm;d, UJ
(76) _ np O-_










(138) n b e,,
n(1391 _ b




















DIA. OF PIN .;__ ._-
COIL EXT. STR. PORT ..,,_.=_-
UNINS. STRD. HT. ./ L/'{"
DIST. BTWN.C L OF STD.
PHASE BELT ANGLE _/L
STATOR SLOT SKEW . C£' /_
STATOR TEMP °C ._._ _/,_-
RESISTIVITY STA. COND. • 20 °C
TYPE OF GAP g3







MAIN AIROAP .I ;,[
AUX GAP . ( / _




RESISTIVITY OFFIELDCONDe20 o (ISI)
NO LOAD SAT. (87)









LA- z/ REV. A
TWO- COIL LUNDE LL (BE CKY- ROBINSON TYPE)



















































































































SATURATION CURVE VALUES (STATOR)
IO. I. 38. 1.9 59.
75. 7.6 86. 16. 93.





SATURATION CURVE VALUES (NORTH POLE AND SHAFT)
O. 3.3 55. 12.0 80.









































Avg. Line Current - Am_e
Avg. Phase Power - Kilowatts
Avg. Power Factor - %
Field Current - Amps
Drive End Field Voltage"
Anti-Drive End Field Voltage
Field Power - Watts
Avg. Drive End Field Temp. - oF
Avg. Anti-Drive End F]d. Temp. - oF
Drive End Bearin_ Temp. - oF
Anti-Drive End Bearin_ Temp. - oF
Frame Temp. - OF
Pad Temp. - OF
Avg. Stator Drive End Temp.-°F
Avg. Stator Anti-Drive End Temp.-°F
Avg. Stator Slot Temp. - OF
Ambient Temperature - OF
Air-In Temp. - OF
IKir-Out Temp. - OF
[Air Upstream Temp. - OF
stream Pressure - In. of Hg
ressure Drop Across Orifice -
Inches of H20
Pressure Drop Across Generator -
Inches of H20



























I].6 I 15.6 16.4
8.9 1 _4.oI 1_.5
472 co_'
3o21 4_I 516!
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.........t \ i ----4_ slo;e.a_= -r'r,- ±.y>-- - 175_
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!. 2ao- : , I '
a.... ! .__L__ ___ _L' '
TIME - SECONDS
LA-IO
•_ICTION a WINDAGE AND CORE LOSST_
AS DETER,'_IN_)BY THE RETARDATION METHOD
i*/ wr2 s ds
L_s in Watts = _ _-_
Wr2 - Rotor moment of inertia in lb. ft. 2
S = Speed in RPM
ds
= Rate of retardation in RPM per min.
I.) Friction & Windage Losses
P - 77(1..801)(6000)(1755) - 146 Watts
107
2.) Friction, Windage and Core Loss At No Load
p = 77(1,_1) (60o0)(10030)
107 " 845 Watts
3.) Core Loss
















































•i.) r_ ._ t_




WZ2 = cos @ =
X2 = Z2 cos @ R2 = Z2 sin @
Z2 = Percent Negative Sequence Impedance
X2 = Percent Negative Sequence Reactance
R2 = Percent Negative Sequence Resistance
EL = Line to Line Voltage Between the Two Shorted Phases and the One Open Phase
IL = Line Current Between the Two Shorted Phases
EpH = Rated Phase Voltage
IpH = P_ted Phase Current
W = Power with %vo Phases Shorted and One Phase Open
Io Negative Se,_uence Im?edance with ]20 ° Phase Belt Stator
Z2 = IOO (4_<.3)(82.5) = 21.8% cos @ = 3480 = .930
t r_ (_2.6)(120") 45.3 (82.6)
x2 = 21.8 (.93o) = 2o.3% R2 = 21.8(.369) = 8.02%
1 Negative Sequence Impedance with 60° Fhase Be_t Stator
Z2 =1_ (46.5) (@2:5) = 22.4% cos @ = - 3580 = .932($2.6) (I_2o) _6.5 (82.6)
X2 = 22.4 (.932) = 20.9% R2 = 22.4 (.362) = 8.10%
LA-13
P!.}.CENTILi:<iq_iC O._I_TENT
l_t_° P}t_SE BEI.T STt_ _R ;,'ITH<!!TRECiUAg)-_ STATIC EXCITER
.................. ............
BALANCED T ;,AD CO ND IT i ]N
Percent Vo?ta_ ,_ Percent Voltage .... ] ....... Percent _.VolttaZ_ _


















































































































































].200 r::A. _ B!:T'," _-_ _ "<, _m '_
• ,,La_.r. _,L_.H Td-I_]'T,A"!.E A'$1; F;TATIC E_:C!TER
B A ! A rlC E D L A } C o N D I T I O N
N'_ Do:,d !:1.3 Amp,_', 75% i:'F 52.5 _,p::, _






















































































































































































































320 _ IrA:E :v,_J_ ,:,_ R ITH £E_]U+AT._RA]_I;;TA?]C ZXCiTER
U N BA LAN C _D L3 AD






















































































































































No I,o:td 11!.3 _'_ _',' "_rv_'¢ f,_"
P_rcent VoltaEe l'ercent Vo!taKq
I -N
1. ) _ h C ,;. N T, i T ,, J N

























































































:; %,, --PERCENT RAF&;12!iC O ,_IT_,,_











































































































































































































































































































































































































TRANSIENT AND SUBTPJ_NSIF_NT REACTANCES A_D T_ CONSTANTS
Total Averages of Four Tests:
X_' = _.12% Td' m .0620 seconds
Xd" ,: 26.52% Td" ,: .00114 seconds
Total Averages of Three Tests:
















Clear core (no switch control).
insert output from #i into typewriter, set margi.n for correct
output and set typewriter for single space.
Load pass #i followed by input #l (output both printed and punched
cards).
Reset and load pass #2 followed by output from oass #i (output
punched cards).
Reset and load pass #3 followed by output from pass #2 (output
punched cards).
Reset and load pass #4 followed by input #2 and output from pass #3
(output punched cards).
Reset and load pass #_ followed by output from pass #4 (output
punched cards).
Reset and load pass #6 followed by saturation curve values_ and
output #_ (output punched cards).
Reset and load pass #7 followed by output from pass #6 (output
printed plus punched cards).
Reset and load pass #8 followed by output from pass #? (output
punched cards).
Reset and load pass #9 followed by output from pass #8 (output
printed plus punched cards).
Reset and load pass #i0 followed by output from pass _9 (output
punched cards).
LA-21
13, Reset and loali pass #ii followed _:,ysaturation curve v-t_lues_ and
output from pa:_s #lO (output punched cards).
_eset an;_ load paso #12 fe.!lowed by output pass #ii (output
printed and _;_nch_.ffca'rds).
If t?Jere is punch card output from pass #12 no load saturation
curve i_ required. Place output form #2 i_ typ,ewrite_- -rod set
margin. Load pass ,@13 followed t,y saturatio_ curve values _' and
output from aps:_ #i2 (output printed).
Saturation cu_we values are loaded i:_ order sho_,_ on Input Form #io
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FIG. 2
LA _
TWO-COIL LUNDELL (BECKY-ROBINSON TYPE)
(SECSYN)
Calculation Electrical Fortran




(153) ac f AS
(170) ad r AD
(68) _ GA
(70) Ag 2 A2
(7oa) -%3 Aa
(79) an p ANP
(79b) as k ASK
(7ta) as p ASP
(!24) Ay 2 AY2




(135) bb I B
(22) bo BO






















































































































































































































































































(237) IFF L AIFL
(127a) IFN L AINL
(8) Ipn PI
(182) 12 R F FEL






































































Nu tuber Symbol Symbol
(161) L F SI
(78) _ g2 GP2
(76) _ NP PNL
(17) -{s ss
(76) _ SP PSL
(49) "_ t HM







(146) N F PT
(45) n e EC
































R PM R PM






































































(142) X D °C T3
!
0e7) x d xs
vt







(160) X F XF
(150) Xf °C T2




(50) X s °C TI
(170) X 2 XN















































































































C PASS I SECSYN
I FORHAT(E11.5,EI1.SpE11.5,EII.S,E11.5,E11.5)
2 FORHAT(F7.O,F7.0,F7.O,F7.O,F7.O,F7.O,F7.0,F7.0,F7.O,F7.0)














I F(ZZ--4.0) 9, 10, 9












IF(SK) 18, 18, 19
18 FS=| .0
GO TO 20






















27 DF-S I N(. 5236"D) / (ZY*DWS I N(.5236/ZY) )





28 C I=0.649-A-LOG (pE) +I .359
29 IF(CW)30,30,31
30 CW:O. 707*EE*C I*DF/(EP*PN)
31 IF(CP)32s32,33










40 EL-3. 142*U*YY*(DI +HS)/QQ+0.5
GO TO 42
41 EL-2.0*CE+3. 142*(O.5*HX+DB)+YY*TS*TS/SQRT (TS*TS-BS*BS)
42 AA-| .57 |*PE
AB=3. 142"PE
IF (CM)43p43 _44
43 CM.,(AB÷SI N(AB))/(S IN(AA)*4.)
44 IF (CQ)45p45,46
45 CQ-(O.5*COS(AA)+AB-S114(AB))/(4.0*SI N(AA))
46 RB= (T 1+23 4.5 )*0.003 94*RS




















































































































































































































Z=C X*20. O/( PN*QN)
BT=3.142"DI/QQ-BO















81 PC=Z*(ZE+ZD+(O. 5*GC/TS)+(O. 25*TS/GC)+O .6)



























































































P2_3. I _*( PNL+PLI )*TSP*PX/PL2
IF (P3) 408,409,408
P3=3.1 9*B NE* (H NP-TSP )*PX/((DR-DOS) * (3.1416/8. )-TSP )
IF(P4)410p411,410
T EM-_3.1 9*((DR/2.)-TSP) *PX/((DR-DOS)/2 .-TSP)
TEMI_3.1 9*PX/(((DR/2.)-TSP)*SI N((6.28/PX)*(I .-PE/4.))-BNE/2.)
IF(PX-4.)414,414,413
IF(BNE-BNH)415,416,415
P4_ (PNL+PL I)*T Er_
GO TO 410
P4_.(SQRT ((B NP_-BNE)**2+P NL**2)*. 25+ (PL 1/2. ))*2 .*TEM
GO TO 410
IF(BNE-BNH)417,418.417
P4_T EM 1*((DR-DOS)/2. O-TSP)*(PNL+PL I)
GO TO 410






P7_-(3.1 9/4. )*3.1416*(DR+HC+HS)*(HC+HS+RSL)/(3.1416" (HC+HS)/2. )
TG=6. E6*EE/(CW*EC*RPrl)



















































































































































































































PL51 =(Z3+F NP)*PS*. OO I
IF(I. I*PLS-PL51)813,814,814











PL6 = (Z 2+F SP+F NP+FY4+FG3 )*P6*. OO I
BG2=, (FQ*PX+Z |+PL7+PL6) / (4.*A2)
FG2=BG2*GP/. OD319











PUNCH 1 ,TG, BTT, FQ, BC ,GE, HS
PUNCH 1 • ALCR • PX, ANP, ASP, HNP
PUNCH 1 • A2 •,6,3 • AY4., Y4.= G4., GP
PUNCH1 •AY2,YH,PT,FR,AS,PSL
PUNCH1,BNE,BNM,ALY,P1 •P2,P3
PUNCH 1 • P4• P5e P6 • P7,WR= FC





















































































































































PRI NT3_AC_A, SpXRIH/4p XLpRG, XD,RPjXQsETp XA_ EBj XBjPC, XF jEW, S I,WC, Xl
PRI NT3 pWI pX2BTP=XUpWR_XSjVRpXXpAS= Xy
PUNCH 19TSKp PFHLp DBHLpGAm EP, ASK
PUNCHI•BSPpBY2pBY4•BG2pALCRsANP
















•HZ •SC •YY• CM,, CF •DF
•ADsFK•RG• PCpEWjDDR
,GEpSI pXL•XS_XApXQ
pXBB X2, XDp XR• TTpW
pPNpFpRPtI•DI pDU,CL














































136 D4=TS**O. 7 9"kO. 92
137 D7=BO/GC
I F (D7-1.7) 138,138,139
138 D5=D7**2.31"0.3
GO TO 144








144 D6-10.0-*(0. 932-C 1-1.606)
BA=3.142"D I *CL













AB= (FS 2/Rtl )**O. 5*D D*O. 32
I F (AA-2.5) 160, 160,161














QI-1.0-(1.0l( ( (BO*O. 5/GC)*-2. O+ I • 0)**O. 5) )
QZ=BO/TS
Q2-1.05*S I N(QZ*2.844)
I F (QZ-O.37) 170,170,171
170 Q3=0.46
GO TO 172
171 Q3-0.23-S I N(10.46-QZ-2. I )+0.23
172 Q4-=S I N(6.283*TB/TS-1.571 )+I .0




































3 FORtIAT(9X FI2.5,2X F12.5)













































XDD= (20.*XR/BN) * (.62+WO/HD )+ 5 .*XH/(6. _B N*BN)
SIG,. XDD/XIi
AAn4. *S I G*S I G+ANN*ANN






















ABL = (AKX/(CF*CF) )*. 07*BB
IF(BN)619p620p619








XO=,XO+ (I.667" (HX+2. *HZ )/ (P N*QN*CF*CF*DF*DF*BS ))
TC: S I/(2.*FK)










































































AE=AT AN ((AX+YB (K) *X B/1 OO. )/PF )
EDA(K)=COS (AE-AN)+YB (K)*(XA/I OO. )*Sl N(AE)
DX(K)=EDA(K)-(.gJ*YB(K)*XD/I O0.)*Sl N(AE)
EX (K) =EP+P I*YB (K) *RP
AAX= (P I+P2+P3+P4)*. OO I
P5=.OOI*P5
P6=.OOI*P6












PUNCH 1, YH, A2, A3 =G4, AY4, ALY
PUNCH1,PT,FR,AS,P5,P6,P7
PUNCH1 ,AAX,GC



































D I_4ENSl ON FGL(4)





















































FTL=AT,_HS* ( 1 o+PF )
PL7L=P7 *(Bn+FTL+FCL)
PTL=PLL+PL7L/CP
FGL ( J ) -BB+( PL7 L*GE ) / (GA*. 0031 9)
PTT--(2 .* (FGL (J) +FTL+FCL) )*AAX
FQ=PTL*CP/PX




















































FFL ( J ) -BB+F SPL+F NPL+FS K+FG2L+F Y2 L+F G3 L+F Y4L
AI FL (J)"FFL(J)/PT




I F (JA) 970,97 I, 970
970 DO 997 K-IpJA
PUNCH I ,BNPL (K) ,BSPL (K) ,BY2L (K) ,BY4L (K) ,BG2L (K), BG3L (K)
997 PUNCH! ,FFL (K) ,AI FL(K) ,EPFL (K) ,CDD(K), FGL(K)
971 PUNCHI=POLpFGp PFpEPpGEsFR


















XXI (A.-.BB 1 ) / (. 4343" (LOG (DC)-LOG ( D+. OO01 ) ) )
Y-A-XX* ° 43 43*LOG (DC)
AT'.-EXP (2.306*(X-Y)/XX)










































READ 1, PNp BOpRE pT3 ph"l"p_,/Q
READ1 IWNphl:) BRP pRC pFSC p SCR
I F (SNL) 993,993,992




I F (JA) 941,942,9z_1
941 DO 943 K-IIJA
READ I, BNPL (K), BSPL (K), BY2L (K), BY4L ( K), BG2L ( K), BG._L (K)













964 I F (AXX-3.75) 955,955,956
955 AKSC-I O.**. 178/((AXX-I.)**.334)
GO T0957
956 AKSC-IO.**, 11 / ( (AXX-I ,)**, 174.)
Zal,..81
957 FEL-AI NL*AI NL*FK*2.
T L-WF+WQ+WT +WD+WN+F E L
I F (POL) 966,967,966
967 I F (JA-4) 966,968,966
968 JA-JA-|
966 DO 951 K-!,JA
FCUL(K)-2.*(AI FL (K)**2)*FR
AXX-(. 4*XA/100. ) *YB (K)







WNL (K) -AX XWWN
WDL (K)--AX X',_D
SCUL (K) -PN*P I *PI *YB (K)*RP
EDDL (K)-( ((ET+EB)/2. )-1. ) *SCUL (K)
TOTL (K)-SCUL (K) +WF+STTL (K) +WQ+WNL (K) +WDL (K) +EDDL (K) +FCUL (K) +BX
PEF-3.*EP*P I *YB (K)*PF
951 PEFF(K)-PEF*IOO./(PEF+TOTL(K))
I F (POL) 958,959, 958
PRI NT96!, BNP, BNPL ( I ), BNPL (2), BNPL (3) ,BNPL (4)
PRI NT961, BSP, BSPL ( l ), BSPL (2), BSPL (3), BSPL (4)
PR I NT961, BY2, BY2L ( 1), BY2L (2), BY2L (3), BY2L (4)
PRI NT961, BY4, BYh4. (1), BY_I. (2), BY4L (3), BY4L (4)
PRI NT961, BG3, BG3L (I), BG3L (2), BG3L (3), BG3L (4)
PRI NT961, BG2, BG2L (l), BG2L (2), BG2L (3), BG2L (4)














































































































































PL7 - ( FT +F G+F C) *P7* • OO1
I F( I. I*PL71-PL7) 81 Op811,811
IF (. 9"kPL71-PL7) 812,812,810
PL71-PL7
GO TO 801


















































PL511 (Z3+F NP ) *P5*. OO 1
IF ( 1. I*PL5-PL51 )813 p814s814
I F (. 9*PL5-PL51)815p815,813
PLS,.PL51
GO TO 816
BG3- (FQwPX+(Z I+PL7+PL5) ) /(4.*A3 )
w
FG3IBG3 *G4/. 00319
PL6- (Z 2+F S P+F NP+F Y_.FG3 ) *P6*o OO1
BG2- (FQ*PX+Z I+PL7+PL6)/(4.*A2)
FG2-BG2*GP/. 0031 9






F NL-Z 2+F NP+F SP+FG 2+F'Y2+FG3+FY4
PRI NT977pBXpBG1pBG2pBG3pBC1 pBTI
PRI NT97 9s BY21BSPj BNP_P, y4pFQ, F NL
PAUSE
I F(AI (NA)-X)83 0,83 1,831
NAINA+3
IF (AI (NA)-X)833,834,834
NA..NA+2
I_-88
834
838
830
836
850
GO TO 835
A=AI (NA)
BBI=AI (NA-2)
DC=AI (NA+I)
D=AI (NA-I)
XX=(A-BB1)/(,4343*(LOG(DC)-LOG(D+,O001)))
Y=A-XX*, 4..:343*LOG (DC)
AT=EXP(2,306_(X-Y)/XX)
GO
GO TO
GO TO
PR I NT
FORt'SAT
PAUSE
END
TO (838,839) ,LOAD
(803,804,805,806,807,808,8 09), K
(836,837) ,LOAD
850,
(1711t_ACHINE SATURATED)
Z_.89
